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Introduction to Island Access 2040
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Island Access 2040 is the regional transportation plan (RTP) for the Island Region. It works in concert with
local and state plans, each of which has a role to play in keeping
people, goods, and services moving.
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Local transportation plans focus on the local networks and
support Comprehensive Plan objectives. State transportation plans
are atfocus on the statewide policy, modal, multimodal, and
corridor levels. The role of the regional transportation plan is to
ensure on-going coordination and collaboration among all of the
local and state agencies working to provide safe, efficient, reliable
travel throughout the region. This regional coordination
includesenables Coupeville, Langley, Oak Harbor, Island County,
Island Transit, the Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT), Naval Air Station Whidbey Island
(NASWI), Washington State Ferries (WSF) and many other
partners internal and external to the region. Regional coordination
provides member agencies information to make day-to-day
decisions and investments that meet their own needs, but which
alsoand work together over time to accomplish accomplish mutual
goals, address system needs across the region, and support
convenient travel for all. The forum for that on-going regional
coordination is the Island Regional Transportation Planning
Organization, or IRTPO. This update to Island Access 2040 is a
product of IRTPO’s regional transportation planning program.
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The Island Region is recognized as a topnotch destination for biking with challenging
hills, iconic views, good facilities, and
welcoming destinations.

Regional Perspectives
Island Access has a decidedly regional perspective on mobility. and tThe transportation system and is
somewhat indifferent to jurisdictional boundaries or system ownership. The focus instead is on seamless
travel between jurisdictions, and between the Island Region and the rest of the state. Interregional
connections between the Island Region and adjacent regions are particularly important factors, as are the
interregional partnerships needed to support those connections into and out of the region.
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Island Access maintains a multimodal perspective;, meaning that planning for regional transportation
addresses is concerned with motor vehicles, but also withincludes transit, biking, walking, aviation, and
ferries. It is concerned with the ease with which people can travel by two or more modes, such as efficient
mode-chaining between transit and ferries. And while Island Access is concerned with In addition to planning
for the mobilityvement of people – by any combination of car, bus, bike, ferry, boat, vanpool, carpool, orand
foot – this plan takes a keen interest also in the efficient movementmobility of goods and services that keep
local and state economies strong.
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Consistency with Local Plans
Because of the interrelated nature of transportation and land use, Island Access reflects the long-range local
plans that are managing growth throughout the region and incorporates their underlying aims. Since the
early 1990s, long-range Comprehensive Plans1 developed by Island County, Oak Harbor, Langley, and
Coupeville have been shaping how the region grows;, working to maintain orderly development patterns
that keep rural areas rural; and directing more growth
into the region’s cities, town, and rural areas of intense
development. This kind of growth creates
transportation-efficient development patterns that help
the overall transportation system operate efficiently
and provide more travel choices for more people. This is
the future that Island Access is working to support.
Island Region will continue to be car-dependent in most
rural areas where driving is the only practical
alternative, but Oak Harbor, Langley, Coupeville, and
rural centers like Freeland, Terry’s Corner, Northgate,
and Clinton will have better travel options available for
those who live or work there as these areas grow. It
Photo Credit 2: TransRants
takes a mix of uses, proximity, and community-oriented
Downtown
Freeland is a growing destination day and night.
design to make walking, transit, and biking viable
As envisioned in County plans, most of the region’s future
growth in south Whidbey Island will locate in Freeland.
alternatives to driving. It also takes time. Land use plans
are working to direct future growth into those places
where the transportation system will provide the
greatest range of mobility options to be found anywhere in the region. Island Access recommendations are
integral to those growth strategies.
A Cornerstone for Regional Sustainability
It is hard to consider the relationship between transportation and land use without acknowledging the deep
effect that relationship has on the sustainability of a region. Integrated transportation-land use decisionmaking is fundamental to economic vitality, social justice, and environmental health in the Island Region
today and for generations to come. For that reason, Island Access 2040 strives to put transportation into its
broader community context and keep it there. Regional transportation planning supports bigger aims than
“just” moving people and goods.

1

In 1990 the Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA) established requirements for coordinated planning that integrates
land use, transportation, housing, schools, parks, utilities, and other considerations into a cohesive regulatory framework to manage
population growth. [Chapter 36.70A RCW] For more information on GMA, the local plans, and the relationship of Countywide
Planning Policies that serve as the starting point for Island Access 2040 see http://mrsc.org/Home/Explore-Topics/Planning/GeneralPlanning-and-Growth-Management/Comprehensive-Planning-Growth-Management.aspx
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Measuring What Matters
Island Access 2040 is required by statute to define transportation system performance measures. At a
minimum, those measures must include state highways and local arterials, and must include vehicle miles
traveled and traffic volumes on those facilities2. Island Access recognizes those standards. It also recognizes
the value of establishing comprehensive system performance measures specific to the Island Region. Those
measures set the standard for what are considered successful outcomes when evaluating potential solutions
to identified problems. These are substantive measures that
merit substantive consideration. That is why Island Access
recommends development of appropriate measures specific
to particular issues or study areas.
Transportation and associated land use considerations in the
Island Region are multimodal in nature; system performance
measures need to reflect this, to the extent practicable.
Vehicle congestion is important but so is transit and ferry
system reliability, safety for all modes of travel, compatibility
with adjacent land use activities, equitable and independent
Photo Credit 3: Maribeth Crandell
access to basic mobility services, cost-effective system
preservation, economic vitality, safe walking routes to school, and freight mobility, among many other
important mobility considerations. Balanced measures will reflect the unique characteristics and objectives
of the Island Region and help demonstrate the effectiveness of transportation policies and investments.
Cookie cutter performance measures don’t make sense anywhere, but especially in a region with the
geographic complexity, historic rural characteristics, and multimodal values of the Island Region.

TRANSPORTATION IS A MEANS TO AN END. THE END IS ACCESS.
When thinking about system performance it’s easy to measure transportation in a vacuum. Metrics likes vehicle
miles traveled, crash rates, and hours of delay tell only part of the story. In isolation, system performance metrics
can result in efforts to solve a land use problem with a transportation solution – often with disappointing results.
Effective measures to improve access and mobility will look at required counts of cars and trucks and how many
miles they travel, but also at how well the system supports transit, walking, and biking. They may consider the role
of ridesharing and travel demand management. And importantly, effective measures will consider the context of
the built environment today and what is envisioned;, the places where people live and work and shop and recreate.
Effective measures will assess how well the system works in getting all people from where they are, to where they
want to go’re going in these places. Because in the end, what really matters is access.

2

RCW 47.80.030(1)(c) and WAC 468-86-110(2).
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A Practical Approach to Regional Strategies
Island Access highlights issues and opportunities for further evaluation, and it poses more questions than it
answers. It taps the expertise of a wide range of stakeholders to identify regional hot spots where the
system doesn’t work as well as it should, and opportunity areas where transportation might leverage
broader community objectives over time. Island Access highlights these areas for additional investigation; it
doesn’t jump to conclusions about what the solutions should be.
Delving into those areas in depth and over time to understand root issues and come up with real solutions is
what IRTPO and its partners will do over the next several years to implement this plan. Island Access lays a
coordinated foundation for the on-going regional work program so that planning efforts are targeted where
they will do the most good for regional mobility and set the stage for informed project development
decisions.
The Certainty of Future Uncertainty
Island Access takes a long view of the future,
exploring uncertainties that the region is likely
to face over the next couple of decades. Even
20420 is an uncertain planning horizon – some
of the issues and opportunities that influenced
this plan will materialize sooner than might be
expected while others will emerge later or not
at all. During the life of this plan, major new
issues will emerge that are not yet on any
planning radar.
The only thing certain about the future is that it
is uncertain. This uncertainty underscores the
value of on-going regional collaboration so that
the region and its partners are better prepared
for whatever the future holds. Island Access
embraces that uncertainty while working to
increase system resilience and preparedness.

New York Times, November15, 2015

Coordination, Collaboration, and Cooperation
This plan is the product of the regional transportation planning process that Island Regional Transportation
Planning Organization (IRTPO) conducts. That planning process is built upon a solid bedrock of coordination,
collaboration, and cooperation amongst the members of IRTPO, and between IRTPO and the many partners
and stakeholders that keep the Island Region moving.
The issues and opportunities Island Access highlights and the strategic actions it recommends reflect the
insights and expertise of dozens of people responsible for the day-to-day and long-term delivery of

5
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transportation system facilities and services across the region3. Collaboration amongst these regional
partners in developing the plan and its recommendations shed light on the needs of the many different
constituencies they represent and revealed regional issues and opportunities to investigate further as Island
Access 2040 is implemented.
Consistency with Statewide Planning Objectives
In addition to local plans and community objectives, the regional transportation planRTP must also consider
statewide transportation policy, as well as state plans related to infrastructure and services in the Island
Region.


The Washington Transportation Plan 2040
and Beyond offers a coordinated framework
for regional consideration of the six
statewide transportation goals established
in RCW 47.04.280. Those six goals, which
IRTPO must consider in its long-range plan,
provide common-sense policy guidance on
economic vitality, preservation, safety,
mobility, environment, and stewardship.
Island Access policies and actions advance
the statewide transportation goals and
priorities addressed in WTP 2040 and
Beyond4.



WSDOT actively engages IRTPO partners in planning for state facilities. Those planning processes,
modal plans, and on-going collaboration and coordination with regional partners provide critical
input to regional transportation planning. Products of those processes, such as the Corridor
Sketches for SR 525, SR 20, and SR 532, the Washington State Ferries 2040 Long Range Plan, and
Practical Solutions process guidance provided a starting point for Island Access and informed the
approach and recommendations5.
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A series of in-reach and outreach activities informed the vision, goals, policies, and recommendations of Island Access 2040. A recap
of activities and participants can be found in Appendix B and C.
4

In addition to general context provided throughout Island Access, Appendix G offers a consistency review checklist that
demonstrates compliance with statewide planning goals.
5

Links to these and other plans and resources can be found in Appendix L. Summaries of relevant Corridor Sketches are found in
Appendix D.

6
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Orientation to Island Access 2040, a Working RTP
Island Access 2040 is a strategic, long-range regional transportation plan for the Island Region. It is one part
of the perpetual, four-element package of RTPO products: a long-range Regional Transportation Plan (RTP),
an annual Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), a Human Services Transportation Plan (HSTP), and a
project-specific Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) for funding. A synergy develops
between these elements over time as they evolve with each other in the dynamic environment of long-range
regional planning6.
As the long-range regional transportation plan, Island Access focuses on the long view and on the
consequential risks and opportunities of concern to the whole region. At this level, the perspective is
morestill “big picture” more so than detailed and specific. Issues are still being sized up. Opportunities are
just taking shape. Solutions would be premature and speculative.
Strategic Direction
A fundamental aim of Island Access 2040 is to identify strategic actions that IRTPO and any of its members or
partners can pursue that will advance practical solutions to gnarly challenging issues or promising
opportunities. It is a strategic action plan; it is not a project funding plan. Many of the actions Island Access
recommends will lead to projects one day, but closer investigation is needed before those projects can be
identified with a sufficient degree of detail and confidence to pursue funding.
Meant to be Used
This is a working plan. It will be used, referenced, updated, reviewed, revised, and amended frequently over
the next decade. It will not sit on a shelf in a pretty and unchanged package until such time that a new plan is
developed for the 2050 horizon.
Island Access is designed to be used. Effort has been made to keep the plan itself slim, readable, and easy to
update and keep current. It’s intended to be a portal for interested readers to more in-depth relevant
information, rather than attempt to be a compendium about “all things transportation” in the Island Region.
The document assumes that most users of this or any RTP are somewhat knowledgeable about the topic of
transportation and the reasons for coordinated regional planning. The Island Access story line doesn’t dwell
too much on regulatory context, but for those wanting that background context, information on the
regulatory and Growth Management Act framework for IRTPO is in the Appendix.
The document strives to be readable and current by assembling much of the requisite background
information in various appendices organized by logical reference topics. Wherever possible, the document
points users to current sources of dynamic data rather than take up valuable print space with static tables
and charts. The intent is for the RTP to serve as a regional portal to relevant information at the local,
regional, state, and federal levels.

6

Copies of these additional IRTPO plans can be found at
https://www.islandcountywa.gov/PublicWorks/Roads/Planning/Pages/itpoplanningdocuments.aspx
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Following is some regional context for Island Access 2040 and highlights of the issues and opportunities that
inform its recommendations. That is followed by the Policy Framework, which guides on-going thinking
about regional transportation planning in the Island Region, and the Strategic Action Plan that informs
transportation planning activities and studies. The Appendix assembles a wide array of materials into a
readily accessible reference resource and directs users to more detailed studies and data resources that can
best meet their reference needs.

Photo Credit 4: Jasperdo

In 2014 the Camano Gateway sign at Terry’s Corner was removed for repairs. In an online post, Jasperdo
recounts his research as to the time period.
“It revealed an older directory sign that hadn't been seen for years. It's hard for me to date it definitely.
However, I do know that the Cama Beach Resort closed in 1989. So it's older than that for sure. The font
and general look of the sign looks 1950's to me. I found a cartoony tourist map of Camano Island from 1958
that shows a directory map at Terry's Corner. So, my guess is this sign was put up in the 1950's and
modified as businesses came and went.”
The need for wayfinding hasn’t changed, just the means of doing it.

8
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Island Region Overview
This section provides context for the policies and actions recommended in this plan, highlighting some of the
characteristics that most shape issues and opportunities the region faces. It provides a snapshot of the
regional transportation system and describes the regional vision for mobility.

The Region
Island Region geography encompasses Whidbey and Camano Islands and the other seven small, uninhabited
islands of Island County7. It is made up of historically rural islands
with strong maritime connections,; islands covered with vast tracts
of land in working farms, state and county parks, historic
settlements and reserves, and large land trusts, and other
community lands. Some of the agricultural lands in Ebey’s Landing
National Historical Reserve have been farmed since Whidbey Island
was settled in 1852. Both islands are known for their stunning
vistas, distinctive heritage and cultural character, and wealth of
environmental amenities.
Growth in the region is managed jointly through the Comprehensive Plans of Island County, Coupeville,
Langley, and Oak Harbor. Growth has been slow and is slowing. The estimated 2018 population of 83,283
people is expected to reach 89,500 by 20408. Roughly
20 percent of the region’s population lives on Camano
Island and 80 percent lives on Whidbey Island. Based
on adopted land use and Comprehensive Plans, just
over 10 percent of the region’s 2010-2040 growth will
locate on Camano Island while the other 90 percent
will be on Whidbey Island. The vast majority of
Whidbey Island’s population growth is expected to go
into Oak Harbor and surrounding areas of north
Whidbey Island, with smaller concentrations of
growth in Langley and Coupeville, and in rural areas of
central and south Whidbey Island. There are no
incorporated municipalities on Camano Island.

7
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The other seven islands are Baby, Ben Ure, Deception, Kalamut, Minor, Smith, and Strawberry Islands.

8

2040 population estimates reflect the 2036 population forecasts developed in 2016 by Island County in collaboration with Oak
Harbor, Langley, and Coupeville to support Comprehensive Plan updates. The 2036 planning horizon and distributions were
extrapolated to 2040 using the 0.4% average annual rate of growth established in that forecast. More information on population
trends and the 2040 forecast can be found in Appendix E.
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The population of the Island Region tends to be older on average than that of the state or nation because of
the large number of retirees who call Island
County home. The quality of life and
proximity to urban services make the region
an attractive destination for retirees. There is
also a higher concentration of veterans per
capita in the Island Region than in most other
places. This is due in part to the large number
of Naval service members who choose Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island as their last stop
before retirement, but it is also attributed to
the relatively close proximity of a number of
military medical facilities and veterans’
support services along the I-5 corridor.
In terms of jobs, the region’s economy is anchored by some major employers, most notably Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island (NASWI). With about 8,400 active duty military and 2,100 civilians and contractors working
on base, NASWI is the region’s largest employer and supports many ancillary businesses in the region. Other
large employers like Nichols Brothers Boat Builders, Whidbey General Hospital, IDEX Health and Science,
school districts, and local government employ thousands more people. Despite this, the majority of workers
in the Island Region commute out every day to jobs elsewhere, primarily to Everett and the Seattle metro
area but also to Anacortes and Mt. Vernon, and many other destinations. In fact, the region’s largest civilian
employer is not even located in Island County. Boeing is the single largest private sector employer of
workers in the Island Region, employing 1,150 regional workers in 2016.

11
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In fact, compared to other places the Island Region exports a larger share of its labor force to jobs in the
central Puget Sound region, and that share has been increasing steadily as shown in the figure on page 10.
The Island Region has about 16,360 civilian jobs but it has a resident labor force of 34,360 residents (2017
estimate), and so many people must commute off-island for work. That is one reason why ensuring efficient
commuter travel opportunities is so important.
The Island Region’sIts regional proximity to the Seattle metropolitan region – the state’s largest economic
center – and its rural character, means that the Island Regionit is likely to remain a bedroom community,
importing paychecks that support local businesses and government services9. Ensuring reliable and efficient
travel alternatives for outbound commuters is one way that regional transportation supports local economic
vitality.

Photo Credit 5: gwsheehan

Packet freighters supported Whidbey Island commerce via numerous small harbors for decades before the Deception
Pass Bridge was built.
A photographer who goes by gwsheehan captured remnants of this history, explaining “These are the remains of the
Maylor Town Dock in Oak Harbor where the freighters would bring goods before the Deception Pass Bridge was built.”
[2007 photo]
The Deception Pass Bridge opened for traffic on July 31, 1935.

9

More information on the region’s employment and economic outlook can be found in Appendix E.
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Partnership and Place
The Island Region is as much a partnership as it is a place. That is reflected in the membership of the Island
Regional Transportation Planning Organization, or IRTPO10. This regional partnership includes Island County,
as well as Coupeville, Langley, and Oak Harbor.
IRTPO is more than its jurisdictions, though. IRTPO includes Island Transit and the Ports of South Whidbey
and Coupeville, as well as WSDOT, and NASWI. Because Due to its geography and deep connection with
Camano Island, Stanwood is effectively part of the Island Region, and collaborates as an associate partner
with mutual interests. WSDOT is a vital regional partner responsible for
critical parts of the region’s infrastructure and services, from highways
and bridges to park-and-ride lots, ferries, and terminals. Associates like
the Economic Development Council and the Whidbey-Camano Islands
Tourism Board have vested interests in a well-functioning transportation
system and actively participate in regional planning activities.
No region is an island, though, not even Island Region. Regional
planning puts the Island Region into a bigger regional context,
something like a “region within a region.” Each of the region’s four
gateways – Deception Pass; Coupeville-Port Townsend Ferry; ClintonMukilteo Ferry; and Terry’s Corner with Stanwood – is a critical
connection in that bigger “northwest Washington” region. Together they account for an important part of
the statewide transportation system that connects Washington.
Regional partnerships rooted in collaboration, coordination, and cooperation are extensive and reach well
beyond the boundaries of the Island Region. These vital partnerships that help keep the Island Region
moving and its communities strong define the region as much as its geography does.11

10

For a more complete overview of Regional Transportation Planning Organizations in general, their role in statewide planning, and
their responsibilities see the Tribal and Regional Coordination page at WSDOT’s Regional Transportation Office at

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/planning/Regional/Default.htm.
11

In addition to the partnerships it maintains within the region, IRTPO has long-standing and productive partnerships with many
external organizations, including the North Sound Transportation Alliance, the Skagit Council of Governments, the Snohomish
County Transportation Coalition, the Peninsula Regional Transportation Planning Organization, and others. A snapshot of established
external partnerships associated with each regional gateway is presented in Appendix B.
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The Regional Transportation System
Island Access 2040 focuses on the regional transportation system, which includes elements of both local and
state networks. It includes state highways, bridges, ferries and terminals that are the backbone to the rest of
the regional system. It includes local arterials and any local roads accessing transit stations, or ferry
terminals, or activity centers like a large shopping center or employment cluster. It includes the primary
freight network that supports local economies and the region’s military, industrial manufacturing, and
agriculturale sectors.

Commented [A13]: Should this be capitalized???

Because regional transportation is multimodal, the regional transportation system also includes:







Island Transit fixed-route, Intercounty Connector, paratransit,
and vanpool services, and its supporting stations, stops, parkand-ride facilities, and maintenance facilities.
Sidewalks, trails, U.S. Bike Routes 10 and 95, and other
designated or signed bike routes.
Public use marinas and boat launches, and facilities supporting
marine freight transport or the Cascadia Marine Trail.
Privately-owned public use airports and seaplane facilities.
Park-and-ride facilities, and public-use electric vehicle charging
stations.

Island Region’s regionally significant transportation system includes
notable programs that support safe, efficient, reliable mobility for all:








Adopted in February 2019, IRTPO’s
Human Services Transportation Plan,
Transportation Equity – Island Style
provides detailed insights on the
region’s vulnerable populations and
their mobility needs, and outlines
strategies to improve coordination and
services. IRTPO convened a standing
Transportation Equity Committee to
support its understanding and inform
decision-making.

System safety, hazard mitigation, and resiliency retrofit programs
Coordinated transportation services for vulnerable populations
Mobility management, education, and demand management
programs that promote alternatives to driving alone
System preservation and preventive maintenance programs
Transportation system maintenance and operation programs
Data collection and analysis
Coordinated regional transportation planning programs

These are the infrastructure, services, and programs that make up the
regional transportation system in the Island Region and which are the
focus of Island Access 2040.12

12

See Appendix A for a Transportation Atlas with more detail and key characteristics of IRTPO’s regional transportation system.
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Photo Credit 6: (L to R, top to bottom) TransRants; Seattle Times; John S Chao; NW Living; Everett Herald; Oak Harbor Main Street
Assoc; KUOW; Scott Smithson
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The Regional Transportation Vision
The Island Region’s transportation system is comprised of the infrastructure, services, and programs owned
and operated by the members of IRTPO – the municipalities, county, Island Transit, port districts, WSDOT,
NASWI – and other service providers both public and private. The range of travel choices available today and
in the future, and how the transportation system functions – these are the cumulative results of many
independent, day-to-day decisions made by the owners and operators of each element of that system.
The regional transportation vision, (below), and the goals that follow, describe the collective aim of those
independent decisions so that they come together as a seamless, coordinated, well-connected regional
transportation system that supports the unique character and needs of the Island Region. They articulate
what the Region wants to accomplish through its transportation policies and investments. The subsequent
regional mobility strategy and policies describe how IRTPO and its partners will work to accomplish the
regional vision and goals.

Island Region’s transportation system provides a full range of
efficient, reliable, well-connected travel choices for residents and
visitors, and supports the mobility needs of the region’s businesses.
Transportation enhances overall quality of life, public health, rural
sense of place, and economic well-being for the Island Region today
and for generations to come.
IRTPO’s regional transportation vision recognizes that a well-functioning transportation system is
fundamental to achieving broader community objectives. Transportation is a means to an end, and the end is
access – independent access to jobs, health care, education, recreation, worship, and all the other things
that support a good quality of life.
The vision embraced by Island Access 2040 is aspirational but not far-fetched. In fact, though the focus of this
plan is on ways to improve safe and reliable mobility for all, in general the regional transportation system is
working well for most people most of the time.







More people have access to more convenient and reliable travel alternatives than ever before.
Rigorous attention to pavement preservation and bridge maintenance is helping to keep life cycle
costs down while improving overall quality of travel for motorists and cyclists.
Preventive maintenance programs keep buses and paratransit vehicles running reliably.
A growing network of trails, sidewalks, and pathways is making it safer and more comfortable for
people to use healthy, non-polluting alternatives to driving and to access transit services.
Mobility management is making it ever easier for people to tap into convenient travel alternatives
and reduce their transportation costs.
Interregional services connect the Island Region to the rest of the statewide system.

The transportation vision provides overarching guidance that informed development of the following goals
and policies, and the actions needed to deliver on the promise of the vision.
16
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Island Access Policy Framework
Island Access 2040 establishes a policy framework aligned with IRTPO’s roles and responsibilities as the
Regional Transportation Planning Organization for the Island Region. Good long-range regional
transportation goals provide clarity on what is to be accomplished without prescribing how to do it;,
recognizing the dynamic forces at work on the region and the need to be responsive to emerging issues.
Effective policies support those goals by framing key considerations to inform regional decision-making.
Making decisions consistent with, and supportive of, the RTP goals and policies supports the overall vision
and regional strategy.
To account for the dynamic nature of regional planning, good goals and policies must provide sufficient
clarity of direction while at the same time maintaining – even encouraging – the flexibility to adapt and
respond to emerging conditions and opportunities. Goals and policies should not be cumbersome to the
regional process but instead, provide useful and relevant guidance to IRTPO and its partners that ensures
coordinated decision-making in a variety of settings.
In its goal statements, IRTPO articulates four key pillars of its responsibilities as a Regional Transportation
Planning Organization:





Leadership
System Management
Sustainability
Preparedness

Each is a responsibility that IRTPO assumes at times, and each provides a lens through which to consider
other regional goals and responsibilities. No one responsibility – no one goal – is more important than the
others. Each is a priority in different circumstances.
Policies for each goal highlight relevant challenges IRTPO and its partners face in realizing the promise of the
regional vision and goals. These challenges reflect the issues and opportunities that shape the Action Plan.
In all, twelve policies supporting four goals provide the framework within which IRTPO and its partners will
approach regional transportation planning for the Island Region. These goals and policies demonstrate
consistency between
IRTPO’s regional
transportation plan
and local
Comprehensive Plans,
Countywide Planning
Policies, and statewide
transportation goals
and plans.
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Leadership
Leadership refers to actions that establish a shared vision or common goal, motivate others to pursue that
direction, foster collaboration and innovation, and advance regional objectives.
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Leadership Goal
IRTPO’s goal is to provide visionary leadership on regional transportation issues and opportunities.
Leadership Policies
It is IRTPO’s policy to:
1.

Advance consistency between transportation and land use plans as well as other community-based plans
working to achieve adopted visions.

2. Continue to manage the public resources in an open and cost-effective manner.
3. Advocate for increased multimodal connectivity for the Island Region.
4. Promote the Island Region and its unique character through strategic transportation decisions.

The Leadership Goal can be a lens through which to consider other regional policies and apply vision, coordination, and
strategic decision-making to advance key objectives.
Situations when the Leadership Goal may prevail include
 IRTPO participation on the North Sound Transportation Alliance
 consistency review of local Comprehensive Plans
 pursuit of grant funding opportunities for high priority planning efforts
Challenges Warranting a Regional Leadership Initiative
 Access to and from the region is by way of four gateways, each with its own distinct constraints and each
controlled by an agency other than IRTPO’s local partners.


Seamless multimodal connections require collaboration across jurisdictions, regions, and sectors.



IRTPO ferry interests are similar to, but not the same as, those of WA State
Ferries, but there isn’t a clear statement of regional need to inform statewide
planning and investment decisions. In 2021, a group of interested parties from
South Whidbey and the greater Everett area began meeting to discuss a
passenger-only ferry between South Whidbey and Everett. The IRTPO could
step in to provide regional leadership and coordination in this effort.



The ability for walking, biking, and transit to be viable alternatives to driving is
heavily dependent on supporting land uses, with different infrastructure needs
in urban areas than in rural areas.



There is insufficient travel data at the four gateways to support informed
regional decision-making. In 2020/2021, the IRTPO contracted a consultant

to create a comprehensive database of transportation and travel data for
18
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the Island Region, along with some analysis and mapping for planning purposes. The IRTPO will continue to
engage consulting services for data collection & analysis in the SFY 2022 & 2023 biennium. This information
and analysis will be available to all IRTPO member agencies to support local and regional planning.


Capron refunds support essential preservation and maintenance activities on rural roads throughout the Island
Region that would be impossible to replace if those funds were eliminated. (See Glossary for definition of Capron
refunds.)
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System Management
System management refers to those strategies and actions that keep all aspects of the multimodal
transportation system working safely and efficiently, and which keep life cycle costs as low as possible.
System Management Goal
It is IRTPO’s goal to support partners’ efforts at building, maintaining, and operating a transportation system
that safely and efficiently meets mobility needs for all modes of travel while keeping life costs as low as
possible.
System Management Policies
It is IRTPO’s policy to:
1.

Support efforts to maintain the transportation system in a state of good repair.

2. Promote transportation system efficiency and reliability.
3. Work towards a safer transportation system for all users.

The System Management Goal can be a lens through which to consider other regional policies with an eye towards
coordinating investments in practical solutions.
Situations when this goal may prevail include
 determination of regional STBG and TAP funding priorities
 identifying appropriate system performance measures suitable for use in assessing the region’s multimodal
transportation system
 encouraging multi-agency collaboration to address challenginggnarly issues at the region’s gateways
Challenges Warranting a Regional System Management Initiative
 Predictable, recurring delays on the region’s highways impact access and mobility for all modes and primarily
reflect operating and circulation inefficiencies more sorather than system capacity deficiencies.


Ferry pulses on SR 525 between Clinton and Coupeville, and on Engle Road in Coupeville generate traffic that is out
of character with rural and small-town settings and complicates the
development of walkable, people-oriented places.



Episodic SR 20 and SR 525 ferry traffic creates conditions that make safe biking
and walking more challenging than at other times, and which creates issues
when trying to cross the highway to get to and from transit.



Unpredictable travel time at predictable chokepoints on the region’s highways
and ferry routes erode transit service and reliability.



Slow-moving vehicles, periodic ferry traffic pulses, and limited alternate routes
contribute to risky driver behaviors on state highways that cannot be
addressed solely with infrastructure improvements.
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Sustainability
Sustainability refers to those actions that support the triple-bottom line of social equity, environmental health,
and economic vitality.
Sustainability Goal
It is IRTPO’s goal to make transportation decisions today that support the Island Region’s environment,
economy, and social justice without compromising future opportunities.
Sustainability Policies
It is IRTPO’s policy to:
1.

Support the economic health and vitality of the Island Region.

2. Facilitate a healthier environment for current and future generations.
3. Promote expanded options and innovative solutions that enable all people to have access to their daily
needs and maintain mobility independence.

The Sustainability Goal can be a lens through which to consider other regional policies for ways of promoting shared
interests and needs.
Situations when this goal may prevail include
 Development of an EV charging plan for the region
 Facilitation of the Island Transportation Equity Committee
 Consideration of freight mobility needs in regional transportation planning processes
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Challenges Warranting a Regional Sustainability Initiative
 Coordination is needed to leverage transportation investments, so they generate economic opportunity for the
region’s communities and businesses and help to advance overarching comprehensive plans and objectives.


Freight mobility – including unique mobility needs of agriculture and the military – must be safe and reliable to
protect existing industries and jobs in the region and enable coordinated growth as planned in selected areas.



The region’s fragile environmental resources are threatened by greenhouse
gas emissions and fossil fuel consumption as well as impacts of impervious
surface area and stormwater runoff.



Some of the region’s characteristics that make it such a treasure – our history,
the environment – can also make it very difficult to better accommodate other
things we value, like transit pullouts, bike shoulders, and pathways.



Safe, reliable, affordable transportation opens doors to economic and social
opportunities for those with the means to participate, but many Island
residents have special transportation needs that make independent access a
challenge. Ensuring mobility and access for all - regardless of age, income,
ability, or race – requires non-traditional partnerships and innovative,
multimodal solutions.
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Preparedness
Preparedness refers to actions that increase the ability to respond and adapt to unexpected disruptions
or harness emerging opportunities.
Preparedness Goal
It is IRTPO’s goal to anticipate disruptive forces outside the control of any one agency and strategize on
ways to mitigate negative impacts while harnessing beneficial opportunities.
Preparedness Policies
It is IRTPO’s policy to:
1.

Maximize system resiliency in the face of climate change, extreme weather events, natural disasters, and
other forces outside the control of IRTPO partners. What about extreme State & Federal budget changes
due to a pandemic???

2. Prepare for new technology alternatives and innovations that are transforming transportation decisionmaking.

The Preparedness Goal can be a lens through which to consider other regional policies with an eye towards resiliency,
technology, and innovation needs.
Situations when this goal may prevail include
 Participation in Cascadia Rising response and recovery planning exercises
 Evaluation of potential role of innovative demand response services to support first-mile/last-mile transit access
 Supporting deployment of innovative technology strategies to enhance non-motorized traveler safety
Challenges Warranting a Regional Preparedness Initiative
 Each of the Island Region gateways has its own vulnerabilities; a failure of any one gateway will have significant
consequences throughout the region.


Resiliency entails on-going coordination that is multisector, multidisciplinary, and multijurisdictional.
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Some facilities and services will be more critical than others after a disaster; planning ahead of time to identify
priority lifeline routes and services and agreements is prudent.



The risk of innovation can deter agencies from deploying emerging
technologies and innovative practices that improve access, make travel safer
and more reliable, and expand access to better information.



While new technologies are changing the ways people think about travel and
mobility, they are also generating unexpected impacts and potentially
exacerbating gaps between those with means and those without.



The future is uncertain. Most of the forces shaping transportation are outside
the control of IRTPO and its partners.
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Planning for Regional Mobility
IRTPO’s regional mobility strategy is one of connections – connections between islands and with other
places, connections between modes of travel, and between transportation and other community objectives
related to economic vitality, social equity, and environmental health. The regional mobility strategy entails
holistic, big picture perspectives with the long view in mind. Its success relies on collaboration, coordination,
and enduring partnerships.

Regional Context
To better understand regional context and looming issues and potential opportunities for regional mobility
over the long run, diverse stakeholders were consulted, and workshops were convened to assess system
operations, conflicts, and vulnerabilities13. Participants included transportation and land use planners from
local jurisdictions and NASWI, planning and operations staff from Island Transit, and planners and engineers
from WSDOT and State Ferries. It included human services coordinators for people with special needs,
school district transportation coordinators, State Parks staff, economic development interests, and citizen
advisors. The expertise that
each participant brought to the
regional planning process was
immensely valuable in a longrange sketch planning process
such as this and provided
insights used to identify areas in
need of further investigation
and analysis.
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A handful of thorny issues and
promising opportunities
surfaced during these
workshops. Most will be familiar
to anyone who knows the area
and travels regularly throughout
the region. They offered important context for the Policy Framework and shaped development of the
Strategic Action Plan. Following are highlights of relevant context and pressing issues and opportunities that
emerged from stakeholder discussions and workshops.

13

Stakeholders who helped to identify regional transportation challenges and opportunities in developing this plan included:
transportation and land use planners from Island County, Oak Harbor, Langley, and Coupeville; operations and planning staff from
Island Transit; planning, engineering, and community liaison staff from the Mt. Baker Area of WSDOT as well as Washington State
Ferries staff and Practical Solutions program staff at WSDOT Headquarters; community liaisons with Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island; community planners from Stanwood; and many others. See Appendix C for an overview of scoping workshops and partners.
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Island Access
Access to and from the Island Region is through four gateways, each of which has regional and statewide
significance.










Each gateway has unique constraints over which jurisdictions in the Island Region have no authority.
Whidbey Island access is via ferries or a historic
bridge, all of which are owned and operated by
WSDOT or in conjunction with Washington State
Ferries. Two of those gateways – Coupeville Ferry
Terminal and Deception Pass Bridge - are on lands
owned by Washington State Parks. Regular
communication and coordination between state
agencies is uncommon. Camano Island access is via
a single bridge built and maintained by WSDOT.
Each gateway has its own vulnerabilities; a breach
of any one gateway will have significant
consequences throughout the region, and in some
cases will disrupt the statewide transportation
system.
Gateways require on-going interregional and
interdisciplinary coordination and collaboration.
IRTPO has a different set of interregional partners
at each of its four gateways.
The two gateways not located in state parks –
Terry’s Corner on Camano Island, and Clinton on
south Whidbey Island – are targeted for
coordinated land use and economic development
strategies in accordance with locally adopted
Comprehensive Plans and the Port of South
Whidbey’s plans. This will help stem the leakage of
Photo Credit 7: WSDOT
tax revenues out of Island County while
accomplishing other land use, housing, and
In 2019, WSDOT began a two-year project to repair,
environmental objectives. Multimodal access and
restore, and repaint the Deception Pass and Canoe Pass
mobility underpin the success of those efforts and
bridges. Estimated cost - $22.6 million.
support statewide transportation objectives
concerning economic vitality and mobility.
Well-functioning gateways are critical to the economic well-being of the region and have a strong
influence on the attractiveness of the Island Region for business recruitment and retention. Reliable
access to I-5 and other statewide facilities is a powerful factor in business location and investment
decisions.
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Island Circulation
The region’s unique geography, access points, and land uses contribute to predictable, recurring congestion
in specific locations and createsreflects inefficient access and circulation more sorather than actual capacity
deficits.










While most of the transportation system works well most of the time, recurring congestion in some
locations may indicate that state highway and local roadway networks are not working together as
efficiently as they might. This creates system impacts over wide areas that are felt by all modes of
travel. The ability of the highway network to function efficiently depends on a well-functioning local
roadway network, and vice-versa. This requires on-going coordination and collaboration between
local and state agencies and consideration of evolving factors related to land use, economic
development, and changing mobility preferences.
Natural features and terrain, environmentally and historically sensitive lands, and established military
and agricultural land uses limit opportunities for a traditional roadway “grid” and increase pressure
for other system management strategies that reduce friction at inevitable chokepoints.
Factors like inadequate circulation, intersection control, or driveway access will exacerbate
congestion at friction points. Other contributing factors are associated with the “ferry pulse” and
visitors to the Deception Pass Bridge, both of which generate traffic that is distinctly un-rural in
character at specific times.
Driver frustration and lack of good alternate routes can contribute to risky driver behaviors in
passing and turning. A mix of system users that includes locals and tourists, passenger traffic and
agricultural equipment, local and “through” commercial traffic, and motorized and non-motorized
travelers creates the need for top-notch traveler information and innovative programs to manage
differing expectations and driver behavior.
Local agencies are implementing coordinated transportation and land use strategies identified in
their adopted Comprehensive Plans. Transitioning from a highly suburban land use pattern to more
transportation-efficient, walkable places such as Oak Harbor, Freeland, and Clinton are working to
achieve, takes time. Transition brings with it new challenges in terms of managing multimodal access
and circulation but also new opportunities to rethink how the transportation and land use interact.
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Practical solutions to improve overall system performance may entail improvements on one part of
the multimodal system that enhance operations elsewhere on the system.
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Island County’s Oakes Road, scheduled for
construction in 2019, will provide a critical
connection between Houston Road and
Race Road. Currently a crash on SR 525
between these two roads creates gridlock
as no alternate route is available.
Include a success story and photo of new
Oakes road.

Managing the Ferry Pulse
The ferry pulse is a heartbeat of the region’s economy as well as a vexing mobility challenge.









Relatively rural roadway conditions are punctuated by regular periods of un-rural traffic conditions.
Platoons of vehicles exiting the Clinton ferry terminal speed as drivers jockey for position before the
highway narrows to one lane outside Clinton. Surveys of business owners, property owners, and
residents by the Port of South Whidbey for the 2017 Clinton Market Study identified ferry-related
speeding and congestion issues, difficult local business ingress and egress, and problems related to
queuing. Ferry traffic compounds difficult non-motorized access due to inadequate sidewalks,
crosswalks, and bike facilities. Inadequate non-motorized access discourages more walk-on and
bike-on ferry ridership and increases demand for limited vehicle capacity on the ferries.
Though not the designated route, large numbers of trucks and passenger vehicles leaving Keystone
Harbor commonly turn left and travel north through Fort Casey on Engle Road, generating traffic
that is out of character with the area and other uses at the intersection of Main Street and Terry
Road. At four miles, this is a logical route for traffic to and from the ferry. The designated route via
SR 20 is 8.8 miles northbound with an unprotected left turn at SR 525. The designated route is 10.8
miles southbound due to the required u-turn one mile past the ferry terminal. Turning movement
data is not available to quantify the split between traffic turning left and traffic turning right when
leaving the Keystone ferry terminal.
Unmitigated effects of the ferry pulse conflict with regional objectives for multimodal access, safety,
and operational efficiency, and undermine place-making efforts in rural communities and economic
hubs.
Education, enforcement, and design elements are all strategies that can mitigate unwanted driver
behaviors.
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Transit Logistics
Future transit service faces logistical challenges that can undercut cost-effective and reliable service.


















Island Transit must maintain two independent but related services, one on Whidbey Island and the
other on Camano Island. Whidbey service is managed out of Coupeville, with a major transit center in
Oak Harbor, at Harbor Station.
The geography of Whidbey Island and the nature of traffic on the region’s roadways and at its
gateways create delays that impact service and reliability. Island Transit has already modified its Oak
Harbor service to avoid particularly bad intersections that disrupt transit system reliability and
increase operating costs.
The nature of north Whidbey Island transit demand and ridership characteristics is different from
that of central and south Whidbey Island, all of which is different than that on Camano Island.
Maintaining timed connections with the ClintonMukilteo ferries requires additional transit service to
account for ferry runs that are behind schedule.
Operating efficiency is a paramount factor in service
costs and service reliability. The region’s geography –
requiring two independent service models, one for
each island – stretches resources under the most
efficient of operations models. Bottlenecks and
chokepoints exacerbate these inherent challenges for
Island Transit and drive up its operating costs.
Funding for essential Intercounty Connector service is
dependent on grants for on-going support.
Coordinated land use and multimodal system
improvements in the vicinity of major transit stations,
park-and-ride facilities and other hubs of transit activity
can leverage multiple mobility and growth objectives.
Collaboration between Island Transit (IT) and NASWI
Photo Credit 8: Joe A Kunzler
has created new travel options for NASWI personnel
who live off base. New partnerships between IT and NASWI are allowing base personnel to transit
through secure checkpoints directly onto base, making it more convenient to commute without a
car. This is an important element of long-term NASWI measures to reduce vehicle congestion onbase and alleviate parking pressures. It underscores the importance of collaboration among regional
partners.
The attractiveness of ferry routes for transit-supported walk-on or bike-on passengers is dependent
upon the availability of services on both sides of the crossing. This includes such things as park-andride facilities and longer-term parking, good transit connections, safe and convenient walk and bike
access, and overhead boarding, and dedicated non-motorized facilities that provide safe and
efficient ingress and egress for cyclists and walkers.
Sunday transit service is needed if the Island Region is to make a compelling case for more weekend
travelers to come and go without driving. Island Transit provides Monday-Saturday service,
undermining efforts at encouraging more transit-oriented travel options. Sunday service is also
needed to support mobility needs of area residents.
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Safe Multimodal Mobility
Creating a safe environment for all travelers requires a combination of strategies that minimize conflicts
between modes of travel.










As more people turn to walking, biking, and transit, opportunities for conflict between motorized
and non-motorized travelers increase, especially in urban areas on facilities posted at 35 mph or
more. Changing land use patterns as called for in locally adopted Comprehensive Plans may benefit
from or even require corresponding changes in roadway characteristics to better align with urban
objectives.
The state highway is the primary transit corridor on Whidbey Island. Either getting to the bus or
departing, passengers must cross SR 525 or SR 20 as a pedestrians, where posted speeds are
typically 40 miles per hour or more. State highways pose particular risks to pedestrians, who have a
hard time judging gaps in traffic. Drivers may be unaware that a person is crossing the highway. Rural
speeds will continue to be high in the future, but emerging technologies and innovative measures
can help increase pedestrian safety when accessing transit.
The local economy is supported by a tourism industry based in part on the region’s natural beauty
and abundant opportunities for outdoor recreation. Public perception about the safety of those
opportunities and the ability to get around safely on bike or foot reflects on that sectorpart of the
economy. The Island Region is generally recognized as a safe and inviting place for active recreation;,
a characteristic worth preserving and nurturing.
Traveler behavior is not something that can be dealt with solely by infrastructure investments.
Education, enforcement, and evaluation
measures work in concert with
engineering and innovative design and
technology considerations to improve
safety for all. Cultural tendencies of
Island residents and visitors that
recognize the region as a different kind
of place may create a particularly fertile
opportunity for effective education and
messaging about “Island Etiquette”
travel considerations.
Absent a systemic evaluation of
multimodal safety, investments tend to
focus on hotspots without necessarily
addressing the underlying root causes of
the conflict or friction.
Photo Credit 9: WSDOT

In 2019 WSDOT converted the four-way intersection of SR 20 and Banta Road at Northgate to
a roundabout. This increased safety for vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists. The roundabout
provides better opportunities for people to access transit and gives drivers safer and more
convenient options for turning into properties. Estimated cost is $3.3 million.
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Minimize Environmental Impacts
Although the Island Region is, and will remain, car dependent for the foreseeable future, efforts are
underway to reduce the per capita environmental impacts associated with travel.














The Island Region has few public charging stations for electric vehicles and no “fast charge” stations.
Lack of public EV infrastructure is a disincentive for residents to switch from gas to electric vehicles
and discourages those tourists who drive EVs from visiting the region. The largest concentration of
electric vehicles in the Pacific Northwest are found within 60 miles of the Island Region.
WSDOT is working to establish
public charging stations every 4060 miles on high priority
corridors. In assessing highway
gaps for EV infrastructure,
WSDOT identified SR 20 as a
“medium priority” corridor for
state funded EV infrastructure
facilities. SR 20 is the only
alternate corridor to I-5 and is a
designated Scenic Isle Way.
WSDOT obtained national
designation of I-5 and US 101 as
Electric Vehicle Charging Corridors;
SR 20 connects those two
corridors on the north end. SR 20 merits closer consideration as a high priority corridor.
One factor inhibiting more use of walk-on or bike-on ferry travel for weekend travelers is the lack of
adequate longer-term parking off island. The Port of South Whidbey is working to increase the
availability of parking in Mukilteo for weekend trips to Whidbey Island – as of 2019, parking is limited
to 4 hours.
The robust vanpool program operated by Island Transit reduces single-occupancy vehicle travel and
per capita vehicle miles, both of which support Island Region objectives. It also reduces demand for
vehicle capacity on Washington State Ferries, the Deception Pass Bridge, and SR 532.
Concentrating more of the region’s forecasted rural growth into designated Rural Areas of Intense
Development (RAID) increases opportunities for more walking, biking, and transit use which in turn
reduces greenhouse gas emissions and vehicle miles traveled, as well as opportunities for other
transportation-efficient land use and housing affordability objectives.
IRTPO embraces Washington State greenhouse gas emissions targets that aim to reduce overall
greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, reduce overall emissions to 25 percent below 1990
levels by 2035, and reduce them further to 50 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. It will not be easy
to meet these targets. Transportation is the largest contributor of greenhouse gases, at a little over
42 percent in 2015. Although the region is responsible for only a tiny amount of the contributors,
every bit helps in curbing greenhouse gas and carbon emissions that are fueling climate change.
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Disruptive Forces
Major disruptions, over which IRTPO and its members have no control, will exert significant influence on the
region’s transportation system during the life of this plan.











Ever-more extreme weather events, tidal events, and sea level rise associated with climate change
will stress the region’s transportation system in ways it has never been stressed, with Coupeville’s
loss of a portion of First Street due to bluff erosion an early example of the expense and
inconvenience jurisdictions face in responding to these forces.
A seismic event can sever any or all of the connections between Whidbey and Camano Islands, and
the rest of the state. Under extreme scenarios the region may have to rely on its three small, publicuse airports to support emergency response and recovery efforts.
Keystone Harbor is increasingly vulnerable to marine conditions that imperil reliable system service.
Long-term viability is questionable without significant intervention.
Emerging technologies and innovative practices hold the promise of improved access, safer travel,
better information, and more reliable travel choices but this will require significant shifts in public
sector policies and procedures. Not all technology applications that work in urban or metro settings
will be scalable to rural settings such as the Island Region.
During a mass evacuation event Island Transit and school district buses may be pressed into service.
Intergovernmental mutual assistance agreements completed before a disaster strikes will help
reduce unnecessary logistics conflicts and support coordinated and efficient evacuation, response,
and recovery efforts.
Interdisciplinary collaboration among a wide range of stakeholders in assessing future risks and
uncertainties will help IRTPO and its partners to make policy and investment decisions that are
nimble and robust under a wide range of plausible future circumstances. Incorporating regional
transportation perspectives into existing emergency management planning and preparation
activities can enhance overall coordination and cooperation.

Increasingly severe weather events, sea level
rise, earthquakes, tsunamis – these are but a
few of the risks the Island Region faces in the
future. Regional gateways are particularly
vulnerable. Even modest events (like the big
windstorm that hammered the ‘Cathlamet’ on
the Clinton-Mukilteo run back in 2007) create
big disruptions for area residents and
businesses. The entrance to Keystone Harbor
is particularly challenging, even on routine
days. A soft grounding of the Salish in
September 2018 required time in the yard for
repairs, leaving only one ferry in service for
several weeks. This harbor is especially
vulnerable in extreme weather events.

Photo Credit 10: Ross Frotheringham
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Growing Transportation-Efficient Communities
The viability of walking, biking, and transit as alternatives to driving is as dependent on land use and
development patterns as it is on supportive infrastructure and services.












Urban places are best suited to support a range of multimodal travel options. The region’s
municipalities adopted coordinated land use and transportation strategies in their Comprehensive
Plans to achieve more transportation-efficient development patterns over time that encourage more
walking, biking, and transit while growing stronger local economies and increasing community
access to housing and services.
Highly rural areas will remain auto dependent but existing pockets of more intensive development
patterns in rural areas will help the region meet multiple growth objectives that align with local,
regional, and state mobility goals. About two dozen non-residential Rural Areas of Intense
Development (RAID) have been identified on both islands and include the region’s gateways at
Clinton, Terry’s Corner, and Deception Pass. Development of these non-residential RAIDs provide
the best opportunity in rural parts of the region to encourage more transit, biking, and walking for
some trips.
Two-thirds of Island Region’s work force commutes to jobs outside of the region, bringing home
paychecks that support local businesses; this is not expected to change in any significant way. The
region has about twice as many people in its resident work force as it has jobs. Efficient interregional
travel options can reduce the traffic, economic, and environmental impacts of the region’s
commuter traffic.
Creating more housing opportunities in urban places and rural centers close to transit routes makes
it possible for more people to embrace car-lite lifestyles and reduce their travel costs, and increases
opportunities for those who cannot drive to live where they have more mobility independence.
Strategic opportunities to leverage transportation investments can generate economic opportunity
for local communities and businesses in ways that complement regional transportation goals and
overarching Comprehensive Plan and state plans and objectives.
Ensuring safe and reliable freight mobility helps to protect existing industries and jobs in the region
and enable growth as planned in designated areas.

Local land use plans are helping to
create more opportunities for people
to walk, bike, and transit in addition to
drive in urban communities and rural
centers. At the same time, they are
helping to keep the region’s rural areas
truly rural.
This is what transportation-efficient
land use means in the Island Region.

Photo Credit 11: Jeff Parker
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Waterways
Ferries and the marine highway system are fundamental to the region’s security and economic prosperity.







Island Region priorities would accelerate the time line for overhead boarding and terminal
improvements at Clinton, extended service on the Coupeville-Port Townsend Ferry in the spring and
fall shoulder seasons would begin sooner and end later, and there would be more consideration of
the role of landside facilities like park-and-ride lots and non-motorized access in reducing demand for
drive-on ferry travel.
There is insufficient data available to support evaluation and development of strategic initiatives.
Forecasted demand for ferry service is constrained by ferry service capacity and by existing routes.
Interest in passenger-only ferries between Whidbey Island and Everett as well as water taxis or other
small passenger-only vessels between Langley and Camano Island will require regional initiative. At
this time, Washington State Ferries does not plan for or provide passenger-only ferry service.
Ferry terminals on Whidbey Island will be hard pressed to meet future demand without significant
investments in dock, terminal, and landside facilities before 2028, as planned, which may undermine
system efficiencies envisioned with the Mukilteo terminal reconstruction. Keystone Harbor faces
long-term questions about its serviceability absent significant renovation.
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Commented [A28]: Update with data from Port of S. Whidbey
construction effort and final Mukilteo facility design.

Equitable Access for All
Continuous improvement in the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of the regional transportation system
will only be successful if those benefits are fairly distributed and do not exacerbate economic disparities.











Many residents of the Island Region have special transportation needs that make independent
access to basic needs of daily life a challenge.
Mobility services commonly available in metropolitan and urban areas are difficult to procure in
smaller urban and more rural regions like the Island Region.
Lack of universal broadband access throughout the region limits potential application of technologydependent strategies.
Health care access often entails interregional trips that require extra levels of coordination between
regions and service providers. An array of administrative, regulatory, and other requirements makes
it challenging for some, like Island Transit, to partner with other mobility service providers.
Island Transit operates the only fare-free transit service in Washington, eliminating economic barriers
to regional transit for disadvantaged populations and providing critical links to statewide networks
and multimodal transportation hubs.
While new technologies are changing how people think about travel and mobility, they are also
generating unexpected impacts and potentially exacerbating gaps between those with means and
those without. At the same time, technology may offer some opportunities to support first-mile/lastmile transit connections for people with special mobility needs.
Coordination among transportation service providers is needed to avoid duplication and overlapping
services. Coordinated services help to match each passenger with the right transportation provider
and stretch limited resources to support more mobility needs.
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Data for Informed Decision-making
A fundamental understanding of basic regional travel characteristics is needed in order to make informed
decisions and develop practical solutions.












There is no understanding of how much of the traffic entering or leaving south Whidbey Island by
either of the two ferry routes is passing straight through the Island Region to/from points north,
how much is making one or more stops on Whidbey before passing through, and how much is
destined for the island.
There are no turning movement data to evaluate driver behavior when leaving the Coupeville Ferry
Terminal and no assessments of traffic using the designated route north versus the more logical
Engle Road route.
The Island Region has no household travel survey data to support multimodal analyses about
propensity for mode shifts in response to more transit access, walkable streets, demand
management, etc. Any traffic analysis or models will rely on generic characteristics or “borrow”
household travel characteristics from other places.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some commercial trips originating or terminating south of
Tacoma are diverting from I-5 to the Coupeville-Port Townsend Ferry-SR 20 corridor due to travel
time predictability benefits associated with the ferry reservation system and chronic peak period
congestion on I-5 between Everett to Tacoma. This route offers the only “direct” alternative to I-5
between Tacoma and Burlington and may have some relevance to broader statewide assessments
of I-5 mobility.
Understanding travel patterns to and from the Clinton-Mukilteo ferry route is needed to better
understand barriers that inhibit more shifts from drive-alone trips to walk-on, bike-on, and rideshare
trips. Factors on both sides of the ferry crossing contribute to those travel patterns.
Technological advances in traffic data collection and Big Data processing capabilities make it
possible to collect robust data cost-effectively to support complex studies. Travel data increasingly
includes walk, bike, and transit in addition to vehicles. Opportunities are expanding to collect crowdsourced data in a variety of ways.

Resources like the National
Household Travel Survey provide
good average statistics but cannot
provide insights on distinct travel
characteristics of Island Region
households or businesses.
Similarly, general traffic counts are
useful in understanding volumes in
that one location over time but tell
nothing about where those
vehicles are coming from or going
to, how often, or the purpose of
the trip. This is all useful input for
informed decisions.

Commented [A30]: Our current data collection & analysis
project will answer many of these questions.
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Transportation Implications for Economic Health
Reliable, efficient transportation is a fundamental condition for economic stability and vitality.












A strong economic climate that supports successful businesses is dependent on an efficient and
reliable transportation system that gets goods and services where they need to be on time, and
which provides reliable work access for employees. Such an economic climate generates revenues
that support a myriad of community services and programs. Island Transit relies on those revenues
to support its services as do county, municipality, and state budgets and local government and state
programs.
Despite the presence of NASWI and other significant private and public sector employers, the Island
Region exports about half of its work force to family wage jobs in other regions – primarily central
Puget Sound – and imports paychecks that support local businesses, community groups, and the arts
and culture. This strains the region’s transportation system at its gateways and underscores the
value of an integrated multimodal transportation system.
Business recruiters cannot overcome location decisions related to distance from the I-5 corridor if
transportation at the gateways and along the connecting corridors is not efficient and reliable.
System efficiency and reliability can overcome distance obstacles.
“The shortest distance to far away.” This is a tag line for the Whidbey-Camano Islands Tourism
Board. It succinctly sums up the interdependent relationship between regional mobility and the
economic opportunities associated with tourism in the Island Region. A majority of the state’s 7.5
million residents live within two hours of the Island Region and the remarkable recreation, historic,
and cultural amenities the region offers. Mobility – to and from the region, as well as throughout – is
central to coordinated planning for the tourism component of the region’s economy.
The Island Region’s economy runs on a seven-day-a-week schedule; its transit system operates on a
six-day-a-week schedule.
Expanding transit service to
seven days a week will better
align Island Transit services with
community needs.
Freight mobility must be reliable
and efficient to support the
needs of NASWI, the agricultural
sector, and manufacturers like
Nichols Brothers Boat Builders.
These sectors have unique
mobility needs that merit explicit
consideration in any mobility
strategy. Every business also
depends on reliable deliveries.

Photo Credit 12: TransRants
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Practical Solutions
Understanding the problem to be solved is key to coming up with a solution that works. In the last decades
of the 20th century, solutions to transportation problems often solved a problem “here” but created one
somewhere else. Solutions tended to be “roadway widening,” no matter the actual problem, with little
priority for operational efficiencies or concerns about impacts on other modes of travel, or equitable access.
Contributing factors like land use were rarely part of the equation, either as a strategy or an objective.

Commented [A33]: This sounds like an afterthought. Revise.

Since passage of the Growth Management Act in 1990, jurisdictions have been working to align decisions
about growth and land use with decisions about the kind of transportation system and travel choices
communities want, and how those growth and transportation decisions relate to other societal goals.
Agencies have incorporated goals and policies into their transportation plans related to land use, economic
development, public health, equitable access, system preservation, and managing demand. This is important
context for practical solutions that actually address the underlying cause of mobility conflicts and not just
the symptoms.
Agencies are rethinking the traditional transportation project development process. Time spent up front
developing a comprehensive understanding of a mobility issue or conflict area contributes to a better
solution later. Increasingly, agencies are taking a systems approach to problem investigations, considering
land use alongside transportation, evaluating operational
strategies instead of defaulting to capacity increases,
using pricing and incentives to manage demand, and
integrating other community priorities like economic
vitality, equitable access, and environmental stewardship
into performance metrics and relevant context. This is
the central premise of the Practical Solutions14 process
endorsed by WSDOT and incorporated in project
development processes across the state.
Island Access 2040 fully embraces this commonsense
approach to planning and project development with an understanding that practical solutions begin in the
regional transportation plan; they don’t end there. Reflecting insights and input from an array of stakeholder
interests and system experts, Island Access 2040 identifies pinch points, opportunity areas, and disruptions
meriting closer scrutiny over the next several years. It frames issues and provides context for the work that
is needed to address the situation. Island Access doesn’t presuppose what the solution should be other than
that it should be the right solution at the right price at the right time. That is a practical approach to longrange regional planning in an era of rapid change and disruption.
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Practical Solutions is an overall approach recommended by WSDOT for project development. Island Access 2040 is working to
integrate the concept into the earliest stages of project development, the long-range regional transportation plan. For more
information on the WSDOT Practical Solutions process, see https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/about/practical-solutions
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Regional Mobility Strategy
IRTPO’s regional mobility strategy describes planning objectives that support the transportation vision put
forward in Island Access 2040. It reflects the unique role that IRTPO plays as a convener of the region’s
transportation partners and IRTPO’s capacity to support coordinated planning through the on-going Unified
Planning Work Program. Planning activities in support of this strategy help to ensure regional consistency
and a collaborative, pragmatic approach to problem-solving tailored to the needs of the Island Region.

Demonstrate Regional Leadership
Strengthen regional coordination, collaboration, and cooperation with partners within the Island Region,
and between the Island Region and external partners or agencies.

Conduct Strategic Regional Planning
Tackle complex long-range initiatives or emerging issues that will shape future transportation needs,
providing insights to better support strategic regional decision-making and sound investment decisions.

Improve Multimodal System Performance
Support practical solutions that improve safe and efficient travel for all modes and better integrates
transportation and land use decision-making.

Increase Equity and Access for All
Reduce mobility barriers that the region’s vulnerable populations face when trying to access basic needs.

Monitor and Assess System Performance
Evaluate how IRTPO policies and investments support mobility objectives and the region’s overall vision.

Prepare for Future Uncertainties
Help the Island Region to be better prepared to respond to and recover from future disruptions including
those beyond the control of the region or its partners.

Minimize Transportation Impacts on the Environment
Support mobility alternatives that lower per capita or system impacts on the natural or human environment.

Promote Strong Local Economies
Leverage the region’s transportation system to support strong local economies and generate economic
opportunity for the region’s communities and businesses.

Support Coordinated Gateway Planning
Promote on-going collaboration among diverse stakeholders with interests at each of the region’s four
gateways to identify and pursue appropriate strategies that improve mobility.
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Island Access Strategic Action Plan
Island Region’s transportation plan focuses on issues and opportunities t0 be addressed through regional
collaboration and initiative. The Strategic Action Plan is a long-range program of planning activities that will
assess identified issues in depth and determine appropriate, practical solutions that advance regional
objectives. It is tailored towards those actions that IRTPO can pursue in its capacity as the Regional
Transportation Planning Organization or support through the work of others.
Concepts were developed in collaboration with IRTPO members and stakeholders during system evaluation
workshops and in plan development. In keeping with the tenets of Practical Solutions, concepts focus on
issues and opportunities and relevant intersecting interests, not on preliminary solutions.
Implementation of the Strategic Action Plan lays the groundwork for subsequent development of practical
solutions at the local and state levels. Those solutions and the resulting project development process will
rely on the analysis, data, process coordination, and other products associated with completion of these
actions. IRTPO’s Strategic Action Plan plays a vital role in ensuring coordination and consistency among all of
the different transportation agencies, and between the Island Region and surrounding areas. It provides the
foundation for streamlined investigations that will result in the right solution in the right place.

Reading the Strategic Action Plan
Each action is presented in a standard format with
consistent information. The list, below, corresponds to
each field on the action page.
Action: Descriptive name of the recommended action and the type
of action it entails.
ID: Unique identifier that will be associated with the action
throughout its implementation.
Intent: The overarching regional mobility aim of the recommended
action.
Mobility Strategy: The regional mobility strategy most directly
supported by the recommended action.
Need: Summary of issue or opportunity driving the need for the
action.
Description: High level overview of what the action will entail.
Policy Support: Indication of IRTPO goals and policies most directly
supported by the action.
Gateway Benefit: Indication whether the project has specific benefit
for gateway mobility.
Cost Estimate: High level planning cost estimate, from less than
$50,000 to more than $100,000.
Partners and Potential Stakeholders: Likely entities to either lead or
participate in action work.
Project Start: Long-range record of when work on a recommended
action gets underway.
Project Completion: Long-range record of when work on a
recommended action is completed.
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Descriptions and cost estimates of recommended actions are high level planning descriptions describing
likely work and should not be construed as finished project scopes. The Strategic Action Plan offers summary
insights of need and approach. It is more important that implementation activities be part of logical and
coherent work plans that reflect current priority needs of IRTPO and its partners at the time than
demonstrate strict adherence to these descriptions.
Actual work plan details will be scoped when an action is ready to move forward into implementation, or to
pursue a grant or other opportunity. At that time, scoping may indicate an opportunity to phase an action,
moving forward a logical element with stand-alone utility or suitable to a particular funding source. Scoping
may indicate an opportunity to combine two or more actions into a more comprehensive study effort in
order to better leverage coordinated efforts or take advantage of a funding opportunity. Those kinds of
decisions are best made at the time that funding decisions are being made. In any case, implementation
activities for each action will be scaled to match the complexity and magnitude of the issue or opportunity.
Actions fall within one of four primary types of planning work program activities:





Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate
Collect and evaluate data
Complete plans and investigations
Participate in gateway planning activities

An early estimate of anticipated planning “start” windows is indicated.





On-going activities are actions already fully or partially underway, and with sustained regional value
Near-term actions are likely to get underway in the SFY 2020-2024 time period
Mid-term actions are likely to get underway in the SFY 2025-2029 time period
Long-term actions are likely to get underway in SFY 2030 or later

Note that these estimated start times are based on known funding resources, coordination with other
activities, and leverage opportunities; actual implementation schedules may differ. Scoping and
implementation activities will be determined through normal IRTPO work program development and
programming activities, and by that of its partners. A discussion of the implementation process follows the
Strategic Action Plan.
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The table below presents the recommended actions found in the following pages.
Page

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Strengthen Inter-regional Coordination
Support Regional System Preservation Programs
Support the Human Services Transportation Program
Explore Regional Military Community Partnership Opportunities
Participate in Coordinated Emergency Management Processes
Support Development of Requisite MOUs for Mutual Assistance
Establish an On-line, One-Stop Traveler Information Portal
Explore Potential for Active Recreation Tourism

On-going
On-going
On-going
On-going
On-going
Near-term
Near-term
Long-term

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

9
10
11
12
13

Monitor and Evaluate Park-and-Ride Usage
Collect Travel Data to Support Systems Analysis
Acquire and Maintain Updated Regional GIS and Spatial Data
Participate in the Review and Update of Census Urban Area Boundaries
Explore Alternative Regional Performance Metrics for Planning

On-going
On-going
On-going
Long-term
Long-term

46
47
48
49
50

14

Explore South Whidbey Transit Center Opportunities

Near-term

51

15

Evaluate Alternate Funding Mechanisms for County Connector Service - NSTA

Near-term

52

16

Develop an Integrated Systems and Modes Plan for Oak Harbor and SR 20

Near-term

53

17

Develop Coupeville Multimodal Safety, Access, and Circulation Strategy

Near-term

54

18

Develop and Initiate an Electric Vehicle Action Plan

Near-term

55

19

Update the Scenic Isle Way Action Plan Discuss National Scenic Byway

Near-term

56

20

Develop a Freeland Freight and Multimodal Circulation Strategy

Mid-term

57

21

Evaluate Effectiveness of SR 525/SR 20 Speed Limits in Corridor Operations

Mid-term

58

Participate in gateway
planning activities

Complete plans and investigations63

Coordinate,
collaborate,
cooperate

Planning
Horizon

Collect and
evaluate
data

Activity Action
Island Access 2040 Recommended Action
Type
ID
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22

Evaluate Models of Rural On-Demand First-Mile/Last-Mile Transit Service

Mid-term

59

23

Explore Feasibility of a Rural TNC Pilot Program

Mid-term

60

24

Complete a Regional Multimodal Safety Plan

Mid-term

61

25

Develop a Regional Aviation Strategy

Mid-term

62

26

Explore Maritime Opportunities for the Island Region

Mid-term

63

27

Develop a Regional Freight Mobility Plan

Long-term

64

28

Minimize Barriers to Transportation-Efficient Communities

Long-term

65

29
30

Contribute Regional Perspectives to Coordinated Gateway Planning Processes
Camano Study 1: Coordinated SR 532 Multimodal Corridor Implementation
Activities
Clinton Study: Short-range Multimodal Business Access & Circulation Strategy
Deception Pass Study: Multimodal Circulation and Access Management Plan
Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 1: Circulation and Access Management Assessment
of Coupeville Ferry Terminal and Vicinity
Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 2: Evaluation of Ferry Traffic Impacts on Coupeville
Camano Study 2: Improve Transit Access Between SR 532 and I-5
Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 3: Safety and Navigation Study of the Coupeville
Ferry Terminal

On-going

66
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Near-term
Near-term
Mid-term

68
69

Mid-term
Long-term
Long-term

71
72

31
32
33
34
35
36

41
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

1

ACTION

Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.

Strengthen Continue Inter-regional Coordination

Intent: Maintain existing partnerships and forge new
alliances that advance mutual objectives.
Mobility Strategy: Demonstrate regional leadership.
Need: Each of the four gateways connecting the Island
Region with the rest of Washington involves a different
set of partners with whom to coordinate and
collaborate.
Description: Connections with the rest of the state and
beyond is through four gateways. Each involves
infrastructure and services provided by WSDOT and is
influenced by decisions and actions made by others
outside the Island Region. Fostering strong working
relationships with the Island Region’s external partners
is vitally important to gateway mobility and access.
Inter-regional coordination helps to identify areas of
overlapping interest and forges new partnerships to
accomplish shared objectives. Collaboration with
external partners can result in joint initiatives and
exchanges with far-reaching benefits for IRTPO, its
members, and interests. The Island Region currently has
a number of strong inter-regional partnerships related to
the Deception Pass and Camano gateways; fewer strong
relationships at the Clinton or Coupeville Ferry Terminal
gateways.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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I

I

$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

External Partners & Affiliates

I

Economic Dev Organizations

Stanwood

NASWI

WSDOT

I

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville

I

Island Transit

Accountability Log
Project Start:
___On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

___$___
__
Coupeville

___Y__
_

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I
I

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership

I
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

2

ACTION
Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.
Support Regional System Preservation Programs (Participation in the Investment Strategy
Committee?)

Intent: Support efforts to maintain the regional transportation
system in a state of good repair, keep system life-cycle costs low,
and protect the public’s investment in its transportation system.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system performance.
Need: Preservation and maintenance of existing transportation
facilities and services is a paramount concern for local and state
agencies. Inadequate preservation drives up system costs. If
agencies cannot afford to take care of the system that is already in
place, they cannot afford to rebuild it. Innovative efforts can help
stretch existing resources further and keep costs down.
Description: These on-going activities work to identify and
promote opportunities for regional collaboration that help to
stretch preservation funds further. A current example is the
regional pavement preservation program supported through
IRTPO’s STBG funding program. Collaboration can maximize
efficiencies and economy of scale for system preservation
programs. Future activities will look at ways to extend this
collaboration to other parts of the transportation system, including
park-and-ride facilities, trails, local roads, and walkways. Actual
preservation and maintenance of the system are local and state
responsibilities, but regional coordination can support those
efforts.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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I
$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

Economic Dev Organizations

I

External Partners & Affiliates

I

Stanwood

I

WSDOT

I

NASWI

I

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville

Island Transit

Accountability Log
Project Start:
___On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

___$___
__
Coupeville

__N__

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I
I

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

3

ACTION
Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.
Support the Human Services Transportation Program COVID showed us how important this is.
Update this task and create a service celebration page.

Intent: Support the coordinated efforts of those
working to make transportation more accessible for
the region’s most vulnerable populations.
Mobility Strategy: Increase equity and access for all.
Need: In February 2019, IRTPO adopted its
Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services
Transportation Plan, Transportation Equity – Island
Style. Planning was done in collaboration with a
diverse array of partners and stakeholders and
resulted in an on-going Island Transportation Equity
Network coordinating activities and services across
organizations. The plan identifies an array of projects
and strategies to support the lifeline efforts of the
network of agencies, organizations, and individuals
who stretch limited resources and opportunities to
support mobility needs of the region’s most
vulnerable residents.
Description: Work to implement recommended
actions identified in Transportation Equity – Island
Style and look for opportunities to support on-going
coordination activities of the Transportation Equity
Network. Note that data collection and mapping
needs identified in Transportation Equity – Island
Style may be coordinated with those described in the
“Collect Travel Data to Support Systems Analysis”
action item elsewhere in this plan.

I
Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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I
$$$ > $100,000

I

Human Service Trans Partners

Economic Dev Organizations

External Partners & Affiliates

Stanwood

WSDOT

NASWI

Port of S. Whidbey

Port of Coupeville

Island Transit

Accountability Log
Project Start:
___On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

_$-$$_

Coupeville

__N__

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I
I

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

4

ACTION
Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.
Explore Regional Military Community Partnership Opportunities Discuss successful NASW/IT
project activity.

Intent: Enhance collaboration and leverage strategic partnership
opportunities.
Mobility Strategy: Demonstrate regional leadership.
Need: Military bases are mission-driven organizations with unique
needs and constraints. At the same time, local jurisdictions and
RTPOs must comply with state GMA requirements and have their
own unique needs and constraints. Where these defense and
growth management mandates intersect in military communities
are areas of potential friction but also areas of great opportunity
and partnership.
Description: Evaluate benefits and risks of innovative military
communities partnerships to identify approaches with merit in the
Island Region. Intersecting needs can create strategic alliances and
leverage other opportunities to accomplish shared objectives.
Potential intersecting interests include coordination of programs
and infrastructure that support base access and curb growth in
congestion, such as the recent partnership between NASWI and IT
that provides direct base access for transit. Examples of other
potential opportunities include more housing options close to
transit for base personnel, and support for state measures to
improve the long-term reliability of the Coupeville-Port Townsend
ferry service.
Coordination between Island Transit and NASWI resulted in on-base
transit service beginning in May 2019.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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$$$ > $100,000

I

I

Human Service Trans Partners

Economic Dev Organizations

I

External Partners & Affiliates

I

Stanwood

WSDOT

I

NASWI

I

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville

I

Island Transit

Accountability Log
Project Start:
___On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

___$___
__
Coupeville

___N__
_

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I
I

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

5

ACTION

Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.

Participate in Coordinated Emergency Management Processes

Intent: Ensure regional mobility needs are fully
considered in coordinated response planning and
protocol activities and in sea level rise preparations.
Mobility Strategy: Prepare for future uncertainties.
Need: Major disruptions over which IRTPO and its
members have no control will occur within the span of
this plan. Climate change and increasingly extreme
weather events, sea level rise, earthquakes and tsunamis
– these are but a few of the significant forces that can
completely upend current planning priorities and policy
decisions. While the region and its partners cannot
control the events, they can be prepared to respond to
the ensuing disruptions or proactively adapt to avoid
effects, such as from sea level rise. Transportation is a
lifeline function upon which many other disaster
response and adaptation functions depend.
Description: Identify opportunities to increase
participation in planning for regional mobility needs in
the event of a disaster or in response to sea level rise.
Ensure mobility needs of the region’s most vulnerable
populations are included as well as essential services to
restore business continuity and social order. Strive to
coordinate emergency management considerations with
other regional transportation mobility objectives. Work
with Island County and others in evaluating vulnerability
and infrastructure needs in response to sea level rise.

Cost Estimate Key

Island Transit

Port of Coupeville

Port of S. Whidbey

NASWI

WSDOT

Stanwood

External Partners & Affiliates

Economic Dev Organizations

Human Service Trans Partners

Accountability Log
Project Start:
___On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

___$___
__

Coupeville

_N__

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID

6

ACTION

Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.

Support Development of Requisite MOUs for Mutual Assistance

Intent: Ensure all interoperability agreements are in
place to support efficient and effective response to a
disaster.
Mobility Strategy: Prepare for future uncertainties.
Need: Transportation is one of four critical lifeline
functions that support response and recovery from
major disasters and is addressed in emergency
management plans. Those plans identify key agencies,
roles, communication protocols, and responsibilities for
emergency response measures. Required Memoranda of
Understanding or interlocal agreements are not fully in
place to execute some of the coordination called for in
those emergency management plans.
Description: Two IRTPO member agencies have formal
emergency management plans in place – Island County
and Oak Harbor. NASWI has a plan in place to support
base operations and Navy families. Joint planning is
underway to strengthen coordination between agencies.
Plans exist but requisite MOUs and interlocal
agreements needed to execute the coordination that will
be needed are not yet in place. These agreements will be
essential to ensure evacuation of the region’s vulnerable
populations, commandeer local facilities for emergency
rerouting of traffic, and facilitate sharing of resources
between agencies.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

47

I

I

I

$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

I

Economic Dev Organizations

I

External Partners & Affiliates

I

Stanwood

I

WSDOT

I

NASWI

I

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville

Island Transit

Accountability Log
Project Start:
______________________________________
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

_$_

Coupeville

_N__

Partners and Potential Stakeholders

Oak Harbor

Cost
Estimate

Island County

I

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness

Gateway
Benefit?

IRTPO

Policy Support
I Leadership

Comparison of damages from the 2001 Nisqually Earthquake to estimates
of the forecasted Cascadia quake. Putting interagency agreements into
place before a disaster strikes makes response and recovery smoother
and expedites federal reimbursements later.
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Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
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ACTION
Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.
Establish an On-line, One-Stop Traveler Information Portal – Can we make this part of Element 4 for
2022/2023?

Intent: Make it as convenient as possible for people to
use alternatives to driving alone to meet their mobility
needs.
Mobility Strategy: Minimize transportation impacts on
the environment.
Need: For many people, their desire to reduce the
driving they need to do can be undermined by
difficulties they experience figuring out what other
options are available and how to use them. There is a lot
of information out there, but people have to know
where to find it. A user-friendly, comprehensive on-line
portal gives anyone quick insights into the travel options
and makes it easier to not drive so much.

On-line trip planning portals like Thurston Here to There offer a
wide range of travel resources that make it easier for people to
get from here to there and back again without driving alone.

Description: An integrated, one-stop multimodal trip
planning resource would support specific needs of locals,
tourists, and commercial traffic. It can be coordinated
with 2-1-1 systems to maximize utility and efficiency of
coordinated transportation services. The trip planning
resource can facilitate trip coordination across modes
and jurisdictions and connect people directly with
information portals maintained by agencies in other
regions. It can include useful resources like travel
conditions, trip cost and impact calculators, on-line
mapping tools, etc., and be a powerful tool to support
work of the region’s Mobility Manager.

Cost Estimate Key

Port of S. Whidbey

NASWI

WSDOT

Stanwood

External Partners & Affiliates

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

48

$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

Port of Coupeville

I
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Island Transit

Accountability Log
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________________
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Sustainability
Preparedness
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Island County

I
I
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Policy Support
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I
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ACTION

Coordinate, collaborate, cooperate.

Explore Potential for Active Recreation Tourism

Intent: Leverage investments in trails, bike routes, and
non-motorized facilities to support local economic
opportunities.

Biking

Mobility Strategy: Promote strong local economies.
Need: While the transportation system gets tourists to
and from the region, some aspects of it can be the
attraction itself. IRTPO members have invested in
infrastructure that makes biking the region’s roadways
and hiking its trails a uniquely beautiful experience
unlike that found anywhere else, matched only by
kayaking experiences on the region’s segments of the
Cascadia Marine Trail system. Cycling, hiking, and
paddling conditions are good most of the year due to
rain shadow effects and a temperate climate.
Investments in the region’s non-motorized facilities
coupled with other strategies can support low-impact
active recreation in the tourism economy.

Hiking

Kayaking

Description: Engage with regional tourism and
economic development partners in exploring ways to
leverage the region’s top notch non-motorized
facilities, US Bike Route and Scenic Isle Way
designations, Cascadia Marine Trail, temperate climate,
and superb terrain and vistas to stimulate year-round
interest in active recreation tourism with a light
environmental impact. Identify areas for greater
coordination or collaboration.

Birding

Boating

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

49

I

$$$ > $100,000
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ACTION

Collect and evaluate data.

Monitor and Evaluate Park-and-Ride Usage

Intent: Ensure that the supply and management of
park-and-ride facilities is coordinated with overall
regional multimodal mobility objectives.

Park-and-ride lot at
Terry’s Corner

Mobility Strategy: Monitor and assess system
performance.
Need: Park-and-ride facilities play a vital role in
making multimodal mobility efficient. Effective parkand-ride facilities make it possible to “mode-chain”
between private vehicles and transit, ferries, vanpools
and carpools, bikes, etc. Like every other part of the
transportation system, these facilities need to be
monitored, maintained, and managed in a
coordinated fashion in order to fulfill this function.
Description: Continue to collect park-and-ride usage
data for all facilities in the region. Island Transit is
collecting this information. Future analysis of this data
will help understand how these facilities are being
used and their overall demand. The nature of parkand-ride facilities is such that user surveys can be
conducted to get additional information useful for
assessing current and future needs and balancing
demand throughout the system. Longitudinal usage
information collected and maintained over time is
important input to various local, state, and regional
analyses and multimodal strategies. While the data
from this effort is germane to three gateways, the
focus is regionwide.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000

50

I

I

$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

Economic Dev Organizations

External Partners & Affiliates

Stanwood

WSDOT

NASWI

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville

I

Island Transit
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Collect and evaluate data.

Collect Travel Data to Support Systems Analysis (New UPWP Element #4)

Intent: Ensure relevant, reliable data is available to
support robust systems analysis and informed decisions
by IRTPO and its partners.
Mobility Strategy: Monitor and assess system
performance.
Need: To evaluate transportation system performance
and deficiencies, and identify solutions that get at the
underlying issues, analysts need solid data. Traffic counts
and turning movements can’t reveal fundamental
characteristics like trip origins and destinations, or
households’ propensity to change travel patterns if
offered more choices. Island Region data is limited and
outdated. Effective decision-making warrants robust
travel data.
Description: Collect travel data needed to understand
how and why people and goods travel as they do
throughout the Island Region. Data needs include but
are not limited to: origin and destination data for people
and freight; gateway cordons that reveal through-traffic
patterns and I-5 avoidance; household travel surveys
that provide information specific to the Island Region on
travel behavior by various socio-economic and
geographic stratifications; assessment of Deception Pass
traffic distributions into Oak Harbor and other parts of
the region. Effort will be made to coordinate with other
data collection efforts such as the periodic WSF
passenger survey.

Cost Estimate Key

Island Transit

Port of Coupeville

Port of S. Whidbey

NASWI

WSDOT

Stanwood

External Partners & Affiliates

Economic Dev Organizations

Human Service Trans Partners

Accountability Log
Project Start:
____On-going__
Project Completion: ________________

Langley

$ - $$$
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Sustainability
Preparedness
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Island County

I
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I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

51

$$$ > $100,000
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ACTION
Collect and evaluate data.
Acquire and Maintain Updated Regional GIS and Spatial Data (Aerial photography, Streetlight data,
& Census data)

Intent: Support informed decision-making and analyses
with reliable geospatial data.
Mobility Strategy: Prepare for future uncertainties.
Need: Reliable, current GIS data is the foundation for
robust systems analysis as well as a wide array of other
activities such as emergency management planning. An
economy of scale and consistency of datasets can be
obtained by collecting and maintaining essential data at
the regional level and making it available to IRTPO
members and stakeholders.
Description: Acquire updated GIS data periodically and
maintain a regional database to support transportation
planning and analysis at the local, regional, and state
levels. High value data requiring periodic updates
includes but is not limited to Lidar and aerial imagery.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

52

$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

I

Economic Dev Organizations

I

External Partners & Affiliates
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I

WSDOT
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Island Transit
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Collect and evaluate data.

Review and Update Census Urban Area Boundaries (Complete)

Intent: Ensure 2020 census designations of urban and
rural land uses reflect actual and planned conditions
throughout the Island Region.
Mobility Strategy: Monitor and assess system
performance.
Need: Every ten years there is an opportunity to review
and update Census urban and rural area boundaries. For
the most part they align with existing and planned land
use patterns, but some misalignment is inevitable as
computer programs interpret some rural areas as “urban
clusters”. This can result in inappropriate roadway and
stormwater standards requirements and complicate the
use of federal funds on some projects, as well as skew
2020 and rolling census data associated with “urban”
and “rural” areas of the region over the next ten years.
Description: Participate in the Census-led review of
urban and rural area boundaries and associated TIGER
line files to ensure they align as close as possible with
recognized urban and rural areas and logical boundaries
across the Island Region.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

53

I
$$$ > $100,000

Human Service Trans Partners

Economic Dev Organizations

External Partners & Affiliates

Stanwood

I

WSDOT

I

NASWI

I

Port of S. Whidbey

I

Port of Coupeville
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Island Transit
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________________
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__$__
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Some parts of Camano
Island are designated as
Urban Clusters in the 2010
Census, creating small
“urban islands” on an
otherwise rural island.

Strategic Action Plan
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Collect and evaluate data.

Explore Alternative Regional Performance Metrics for Planning

Intent: Identify meaningful metrics to evaluate the
effectiveness of IRTPO policies and investments in
advancing priority regional mobility objectives.
Mobility Strategy: Monitor and assess system
performance.
Need: System performance measures are a useful tool
for evaluating progress in meeting identified objectives.
Thoughtfully selected measures can provide insights on
policy effectiveness and help to understand and target
system stresses or incentivize desired outcomes. Island
Access recommended actions include identification of
appropriate metrics but over time, IRTPO may determine
that additional region-wide metrics are needed if key
objectives are not addressed.
Description: Evaluate whether additional metrics are
needed to assess the overall effectiveness of IRTPO
goals, policies, and investments in supporting regional
mobility and the overarching community-wide goals that
transportation supports. Any such metrics should be
tailored to reflect the needs and priorities of the Island
Region and integrated as appropriate into IRTPO
processes. Metrics may be coordinated with land use,
economic vitality, environmental, public health or other
objectives, and would augment mandatory RTPO
measures of Vehicle Miles of Travel (VMT) and Arterial
Level of Service (LOS) required by RCW 47.80.

Cost Estimate Key

Island Transit

Port of Coupeville

Port of S. Whidbey

NASWI

WSDOT

Stanwood

External Partners & Affiliates

Economic Dev Organizations

Human Service Trans Partners

Accountability Log
Project Start:
________________
Project Completion: ________________
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__$__
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Oak Harbor

System Mgmt
Sustainability
Preparedness
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Estimate

Island County

I
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MEASURE
WHAT
MATTERS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

54

$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Explore South Whidbey Transit Center Opportunities

Intent: Leverage Island Transit’s interest in a south
Whidbey Island operations base to coordinate other
long-term regional mobility interests.
Mobility Strategy: Conduct strategic regional planning.
Need: Geographical considerations point to the need
for a transit base of operations somewhere in south
Whidbey Island. A facility such as this has potential spinoff implications for other regional mobility interests,
such as electric vehicle charging for buses and possibly
personal vehicles. An evaluation of those opportunities
will lay the groundwork for coordinated strategies that
leverage the opportunity of this new facility to get
maximum mobility benefit for the region.
Description: As Island Transit’s own plans take shape
around establishing a south Whidbey base of operations,
opportunities arise to leverage this decision with other
coordinated activities that enhance not only transit
operations but overall regional mobility. This exploration
will consider potential opportunities for coordinating
transit-supportive land use in the vicinity of the new
facility as well as multimodal access, circulation, highway
access and parking, and other long-term regional
mobility interests to maximize the utility of a new south
Whidbey Island operating base.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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I
$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

15

Evaluate Alternate Funding Mechanisms for Intercounty Connector Service (NSTA is working on this)

Intent: Identify sustainable, reliable funding sources for
Intercounty Connector services.
Mobility Strategy: Conduct strategic regional planning.
Need: People need to get to destinations outside their
own regions. They need transit service that crosses
transit agency boundaries, provides seamless
connections between agencies, and connects the public
with important employment and educational centers
that may be outside the Island Region. Island Transit’s
Intercounty Connector connects Island residents to
regional transportation hubs in Skagit and Snohomish
County with service by Skagit Transit, Whatcom Transit,
Community Transit, and Sound Transit. This essential
service is currently funded primarily by a cyclical state
grant, without guarantee of funding beyond the current
cycle. This is not reliable long-term funding for such an
important service.
Description: There are questions as to whether a
different funding mechanism is available that would
provide sustainable, equitable funding of the
Intercounty Connector. An evaluation of alternatives
will consider the viability of alternate funding
mechanisms and opportunities for inter-regional
collaboration with the other transit agencies and
communities which benefit from intercounty Connector
services.

Cost Estimate Key

I
$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000

56

I
$$$ > $100,000
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ACTION
Complete plans and investigations.
Develop an Integrated Systems and Modes Plan for Oak Harbor and SR 20 (WSDOT long-term
Connecting Washington project – Data collection in 2021 will assist.)

Intent: Pre-position Oak Harbor for a 2027 Connecting
Washington corridor project and ensure it is coordinated
with other local and regional plans.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: Funding will be available by 2027 for a multiintersection corridor improvement project in Oak
Harbor. The original SR 20 concept, developed in 2005,
was updated in 2012. Since then, Countywide Planning
Policies have been adopted, Oak Harbor and Island
County updated their Comprehensive and transportation
plans, and land use conditions have evolved. An
integrated plan that looks at multimodal system needs in
conjunction with adopted land use plans is needed to
support practical solutions to urban mobility in Oak
Harbor.

Formatted: Highlight

Description: Establish multimodal system performance
objectives for the transportation system in Oak Harbor
that reflect land use and community objectives as called
for in adopted plans. Systems analysis will consider the
layered network approach in Oak Harbor’s 2016
transportation plan. Consider access, circulation, and
safety for all modes of travel on local and state
networks, and system characteristics in relation to
desired land use and economic goals. Engage a variety of
stakeholders such as Oak Harbor transportation and land
use planners, OH school district, NASWI, IT, WSDOT,
IRTPO, with opportunities for public engagement.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

57

$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Develop Coupeville Multimodal Safety, Access, and Circulation Strategy

Intent: Improve access and circulation in Coupeville for
all modes of travel.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: Safe multimodal mobility is a core tenet of
Coupeville’s Comprehensive Plan, tied to economic
vitality and community character. This requires
minimizing conflicts between vehicular through-traffic
and local circulation which supports more walking,
biking, and transit as well as slower-moving local
vehicles. It also requires a public perception of safety.
Perception is a big factor in determining if people choose
to drive or use another mode of travel for local trips and
is shaped by near-misses that are not reflected in crash
data. A multimodal strategy is needed to make travel
safer and more comfortable for all modes of travel in
Coupeville.
Description: Establish performance objectives for
Coupeville’s multimodal safety strategy, considering
effects of through-traffic on local access and circulation,
and identifying specific areas of real or perceived
conflicts. Conflicts have been noted at Broadway and SR
20, and at Terry and Main Street. Multimodal access
priorities include the trail system, schools, transit, the
hospital, and commercial centers. Strategies will identify
low-cost, near-term improvements in addition to more
difficult issues that may require further evaluation or
resources.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

58

I
$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Develop and Initiate an Electric Vehicle Action Plan (This should be complete prior to fall of 2021)

Intent: Reduce transportation impacts on the
environment by facilitating the transition from internal
combustion engine to electric engine.
Mobility Strategy: Minimize transportation impacts on
the environment.
Need: The ability of people to transition from fossil-fuel
powered vehicles to electric vehicles is influenced by the
availability of charging stations. Inadequate
infrastructure not only undermines EV transition by the
region’s residents, it also discourages those tourists who
might be traveling by electric vehicle instead of a gaspowered vehicle. A coordinated strategy is needed to
guide investments and policy decisions.
Description: Identify primary optimal routes for
electrification along with appropriate charging device
recommendations suited to the character of the Island
Region, funding strategies, business models and
protocols, and potential partnerships. Such a plan might
identify the need to pursue legislative remedies to
barriers prohibiting use of IRTPO’s regional funding
authorities to implement electrification projects. Engage
utilities early on as active partners – their modeling and
growth assumptions as well as their ability to assess
viability of different business models for EV charging will
be helpful. Effort will be made to initiate one or more
follow-up actions identified in the plan.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000

59

I

I

$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Update the Scenic Isle Way Action Plan (Now part of a National Scenic Byway! Update in progress.)

Intent: Fully leverage the opportunities associated with
the designation of SR 525/SR 20 as a Scenic Isle Way.
Mobility Strategy: Promote strong local economies.
Need: The Whidbey Scenic Isle Way Plan (2005)
included recommendations to enhance economic
opportunities associated with a federal scenic byway
designation. The Cascade Loop Scenic Highway Corridor
Management Plan (2014) updated conditions for all nine
scenic byway segments, including Whidbey, and
recommended identification of strategic actions for each
segment. A review and update of the Whidbey Scenic Isle
Way Plan is needed to align priority pursuits with other
regional objectives and identify partnership
opportunities.
Description: Review the Whidbey Scenic Isle Way
implementation plan developed for the 2014 Cascade
Loop Corridor Management Plan and the 2005 Whidbey
Scenic Isle Way Plan for input to an updated scenic isle
way plan. Consider current thinking about electric
vehicle infrastructure, regional trails, US Bike Route
designation and bicycle tourism, tourism and transit
connections, etc. Efforts may include collaboration with
adjacent regions to leverage inter-regional opportunities
and maximize system continuity, in addition to broad
engagement with regional stakeholders.

Cost Estimate Key

WSDOT

I

I

I
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I

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Develop a Freeland Freight and Multimodal Circulation Strategy

Intent: Ensure safe and convenient freight mobility to
and from NBBB, and multimodal circulation and access
supportive of adopted land uses in Freeland.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: As one of the few designated Rural Areas of
Intense Development (RAID) in the region, Freeland
offers one of the best opportunities to create the kind of
mixed-use rural place where walking, biking, and transit
are viable alternatives to driving. Nichols Brothers Boat
Builders must be able to get products to and from their
site efficiently as well as staff, who park off-site. A trail
gets NBBB employees from a park-and-ride to Cameron
Road, but they cross SR 525 at this intersection without
benefit of markings, lights, or pedestrian refuge islands.
Transit has difficulty turning left onto SR 525 at Scott
Road.
Description: Establish system performance metrics to
use in evaluating economic vitality, multimodal access
and circulation, and land use support. Assess freight
mobility to and from the NBBB industrial site on
Cameron Road as well as employee access, and ways to
address deficiencies. Look at SR 525 travel speeds for
compatibility with adjacent and planned land uses and
non-motorized access across SR 525 between the signal
and Scott Road. Identify ways to improve transit access
to SR 525 at Scott Road.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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I
$$$ > $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Evaluate Effectiveness of SR 525/SR 20 Speed Limits in Corridor Operations

Intent: Ensure speed limits throughout the SR 525/ SR
20 corridor optimize system performance.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: Speed limits are important strategies for making
vehicular travel safe. They also influence the “character”
of vehicle traffic and the impact it has on nearby
activities and other system users like walkers, cyclists,
and transit. In developing Island Access 2040, questions
came up about posted speeds in both urban and rural
areas on SR 525 and SR 20, and pointed to the value of a
speed study to ensure posted and actual speeds are
working as intended to achieve overall transportation
system objectives.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Traditional studies of speed focus on the “85th percentile,” a concept
introduced in 1964. Lessons from the last half century demonstrate its
value in establishing safe speed limits for motor vehicles but it does not
Potential
Stakeholders
considerPartners
the effectsand
of those
speeds on
other modes of travel.

IRTPO

Description: Establish system performance metrics to
use in evaluating speed limits on SR 525/ SR 20. Review
how well speed limits support those outcomes and
whether better alignment of traffic management
strategies with system performance objectives would
help. Some low-cost roadway design elements like
striping can modify driver behavior such that 85 th
percentile speeds are reduced, increasing the array of
possible strategies if excessive speed is an issue.
Consider whether placement of the region’s only
permanent speed monitor so close to the County solid
waste transfer facility driveway is the best location for
such a device in light of traffic into and out of the facility.

Strategic Action Plan

Island Access 2040 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
ID
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ACTION
Complete plans and investigations.
Evaluate Models of Rural On-Demand First-Mile/Last-Mile Service (Pilot project in progress for
Camano/Stanwood)

Intent: Understand new and emerging approaches for
bridging transit service gaps between rural and urban
areas.
Mobility Strategy: Increase equity and access for all.
Need: It is not possible for Island Transit to provide
fixed-route or paratransit service to the entire Island
Region geography. Service gaps exist where Island
Transit’s service area ends. New mobility models are
being deployed in different regions to bridge that gap
with special on-demand “first-mile/last-mile” services. A
focused look at the current state of practice and
emerging applications would inform strategic regional
thinking about potential future applicability in providing
first-mile/last-mile service in the Island Region.
Description: Evaluate alternate models being used in
rural regions to provide on-demand services that
connect potential riders outside of transit service areas
with transit services, effectively bridging the service gap.
Characteristics of different service models will be
evaluated for their effectiveness and efficiencies in
accommodating the needs and constraints of the Island
Region. Efforts may intersect with those associated with
the “Rural TNC Ferry Connector Pilot Program”
described elsewhere.

I
Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Highlighted areas of the region are outside Island Transit’s paratransit
service boundaries. First-mile/last-mile services can help close the gap by
getting people who live in these areas to and from the service area where
paratransit and fixed routes services are available, expanding the range of
mobility options for more of the region’s residents.

I

Strategic Action Plan
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Complete plans and investigations.

Explore Feasibility of a Rural TNC Pilot Program (Not feasible – not profitable for TNCs) Cut

Intent: Increase seamless multimodal connectivity while
maximizing system efficiencies for transit.
Mobility Strategy: Conduct strategic regional planning.
Need: Island Transit provides extensive coverage of the
Island Region yet cannot reasonably serve the entire
region without undermining the very service
characteristics that make transit a viable alternative to
driving. It is also difficult to adapt its fixed route service
to accommodate regular delays in ferry service without
impacting the rest of its service. Technological
innovations have introduced new means of mobility with
potential to augment transit services, expanding the
range of viable travel options to more people. Evaluation
of these new mobility concepts is needed to determine
the best ways to deploy them in the rural Island Region.
Description: Transportation Network Companies – TNC
for short – are on-demand ride-hailing services like Lyft
and Uber. While these relatively new services are widely
found in dense urban settings, they have potential for
rural places like the Island Region, too. This effort will
result in a pilot program to assess how TNCs can help
extend transit access to hard-to-serve places with firstmile/last-mile connections between outlying areas of
the region to existing transit service, as well as
augmenting ferry connections when schedule delays
occur.

I
Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Regular ferry arrivals at Clinton and Keystone Harbor may help create viable
opportunities for on-demand ride services like Lyft and Uber to connect
ferry passengers with Island Transit services when ferries are behind
schedule, making walk-on ferry crossings more attractive.

Strategic Action Plan
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Complete plans and investigations.

Complete a Regional Multimodal Safety Plan

Intent: Make travel safe for all travelers regardless of
their mode of travel.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: Traveler safety is a paramount concern for all
transportation agencies. Often, safety concerns arise
due to conflicts between modes of travel. A coordinated
multimodal assessment of system safety will allow the
region and its partners to take a proactive approach to
increasing traveler safety and reducing conflicts
Description: This work will evaluate system safety and
identify programmatic measures and projects to make
travel safer throughout the Island Region for all modes
of travel. A regional plan can address opportunities
related to technology, Safe Routes to School, “Main
Street” highways, walkability in rural centers, transit and
park-and-ride access, and driver education, in addition
to traditional vehicle safety projects. It should evaluate
proven, innovative technologies in use elsewhere to
improve multimodal traveler safety in conditions similar
to those in the Island Region and may result in a safety
program introducing new roadside or app-based
technologies. Education, enforcement, and evaluation
should be emphasized in addition to traditional
engineering strategies.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Complete plans and investigations.

Develop a Regional Aviation Strategy

Intent: Integrate small rural public use airports and
seaplane bases as appropriate into Island Region’s
multimodal transportation strategy.
Mobility Strategy: Conduct strategic regional planning.
Need: Three small, privately-owned public use airports
serve the Island Region – two on Whidbey Island and
one on Camano Island. Airports like these are largely out
of sight from day-to-day regional transportation
considerations and generally serve personal
transportation and recreation uses. However, small rural
airports can be pressed into service to help with a wide
range of important needs such as air ambulance and
medical transport services, aerial surveying, agricultural
uses, wildland firefighting, and civil air patrol. Any of
these may be of particular importance in the future in a
region of islands. A regionally coordinated strategy is
needed to ensure small public use airports in the Island
Region, including potential future seaplane bases, are
appropriately integrated into the overall regional
mobility strategy.

Photo Credit: Whidbey Airpark (Facebook)

Description: Working with owners of the region’s public
use airports as well as other relevant stakeholders,
develop a coordinated regional aviation strategy that
supports on-going needs while also considering urgentneed circumstances when small rural airports and
seaplane bases may play a heightened role in response
and mobility.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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ACTION
Complete plans and investigations.
Explore Maritime Opportunities for the Island Region UPDATE: Include South Whidbey Passenger
Ferry Feasibility Study and Strategic Planning

Intent: Maintain and expand the capacity to move
people, goods, and services over the water as part of an
integrated multimodal system.
Mobility Strategy: Conduct strategic regional planning.
Need: Marine access provides two of the three primary
access points to Whidbey Island. There are other marine
facilities in the Island Region besides the two ferry
terminals, though. Langley in particular has marine
facilities that may take on new importance in the future
as water access conditions evolve. Questions persist
about ways to improve connectivity between Whidbey
and Camano Islands over the water, and more people
are asking about passenger-only ferry service out of
Clinton to Mukilteo and Everett.
Description: Conduct a planning study to explore the
region’s maritime future, assess vulnerabilities in light of
sea level rise and climate change, and sketch some
plausible scenarios for 25 or more years out to inform
policy maker discussions. Consider the long-term
potential for restoration of passenger-only ferry service
and inter-island packet freighters, enhanced
interconnectivity of the region’s marine trail system with
the Cascadia Marine Trail system, and other waterborne travel opportunities that support regional
mobility. Think broadly about an inclusive process to
engage appropriate external partners from both the
public and private sectors.

Cost Estimate Key
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Complete plans and investigations.

Develop a Regional Freight Mobility Plan (Look at data collected by Fehr & Peers)

Intent: Ensure that the regional transportation system
fully supports freight mobility needs of the region’s
businesses and industries.
Mobility Strategy: Promote strong local economies.
Need: Though they don’t usually involve crashes,
conflicts between freight and passenger vehicles create
frustration and negatively impact the cost of travel for
all and the bottom line of business. There is no
coordinated strategy to support the mobility needs of
Island Region’s manufacturing and agricultural sectors
and businesses, or address the growing demand for
package deliveries.

Cost Estimate Key
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Industry needs reliable delivery of goods and services. Agriculture
needs to get produce to market in a timely way. Business deliveries
keep shelves stocked for customers. Hospitals and health care
centers rely on delivery of medical supplies. Growth in residential
package delivery has rocketed in the last decade with no end in
sight. These
are just
of the facets
of freight mobility on which
Partners
andsome
Potential
Stakeholders
the region relies.

IRTPO

Description: Work to understand mobility concerns
specific to freight, shipping, and service delivery as a
critical starting point for a long-term mobility strategy.
Consider commercial business needs as well as those of
major generators in manufacturing, defense, agriculture,
and health care. Characterize the nature of freight traffic
within and through the Island Region, its origins and
destinations and frequencies, and any effects that I-5
congestion or the ferry reservation system on the
Coupeville-Port Townsend run is having on logistics
decisions. Evaluate operational, geometric, access,
circulation, and other issues undermining freight
mobility and potential strategies. Seek active
engagement with the region’s businesses, industries,
ports, the EDC and others to get representative
perspectives.

Strategic Action Plan
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Complete plans and investigations.

Minimize Barriers to Transportation-Efficient Communities

Intent: Encourage development patterns called for in
local plans, and that support regional transportation
objectives.
Mobility Strategy: Improve multimodal system
performance.
Need: Growing transportation-efficient communities is
the most effective way of supporting travel choices like
transit and walking while keeping rural areas rural. How
and where growth occurs throughout the Island Region
will shape future travel choices and how much they cost.
Understanding and proactively addressing barriers that
undermine the intent of local land use plans supports
regional transportation efforts to create more walkable
lifestyle options in some areas while preserving rural
ways of life in other areas.
Description: This effort will identify and evaluate areas
where adopted land use strategies are slow to emerge in
order to determine what measures, if any, can improve
conditions for private investment and stimulate
appropriate development activity. Efforts to improve the
capacity of Rural Areas of Intense Development, or
RAIDs – places like Freeland, Clinton, and Terry’s Corner
– as well as community-oriented development in urban
places like Oak Harbor and Langley help to relieve
growth pressures for car-dependent rural development
and increase opportunities for transit, walking, and
biking.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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ACTION
Participate in gateway planning activities.
Contribute Regional Perspectives to Coordinated Gateway Planning Processes (See S.
Whidbey/Everett passenger ferry coordination)

Intent: Improve long-term system performance while
supporting coordinated land use and economic vitality
strategies.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: Mobility at the region’s four gateways is vitally
important for the region’s economic health and quality
of life. Each gateway has its own unique set of complex
issues and opportunities. Each will be the target of
coordinated gateway planning efforts over the next few
years to align transportation, land use, economic and
other objectives into cohesive long-term growth
strategies. Regional transportation perspectives are
distinctly different than either local or state
perspectives. Regional transportation perspectives
should be part of coordinated gateway planning efforts
and advocate for inclusive and collaborative processes.
Description: Integrate regional transportation
perspectives into local gateway planning efforts to
promote consistency with Island Access. Where
appropriate, convene and facilitate multimodal,
multiagency, multidisciplinary, and multiregional
partners with an interest in gateway objectives. Strive to
foster closer coordination between land use,
transportation, and economic development partners.
Ensure long-range plans are robust for the uncertain
times ahead.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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ACTION
Participate in gateway planning activities.
Camano Study 1: Engage in Coordinated SR 532 Multimodal Corridor Implementation Activities (in
process – may be completed by fall of 2021)

Intent: Improve multimodal transportation system
performance along SR 532.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: SR 532 operates inefficiently during peak periods
and experiences a high number of crashes related to
stop-and-go traffic. Transit is impacted by delays. Bike
and pedestrian access to destinations along the corridor
is challenging. Incidents on the bridge create frequent
and extensive back-ups. Meanwhile, Stanwood is
revitalizing its downtown core along this main street
highway. A WSDOT-Stanwood scoping meeting
identified some issues and strategies, as did adopted
transportation and non-motorized plans from Stanwood
and Island County, Stanwood’s SR 532 Beautification
Plan, and the January 2019 IRTPO Camano-Stanwood
scoping session. A unified approach involving all the
corridor stakeholders is needed to identify an effective,
cohesive implementation strategy.
Description: Convene a multi-agency, multimodal,
multi-disciplinary group to assess recommendations of
the various plans and the issues they address. Develop
an integrated implementation strategy supporting the
wide range of needs those plans address, identifying
low-cost/high-value and quick fix strategies, funding and
partnership opportunities, and leveraging other
community objectives.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Participate in gateway planning activities.

Clinton Study: Short-range Multimodal Business Access & Circulation Strategy

Intent: Improve near-term multimodal system
performance while supporting long-term Clinton
gateway strategies.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: The 2017 Port of South Whidbey Market Study
identified transportation as one of the most vexing issues
confronting Clinton businesses, residents, and visitors alike.
WSDOT’s Clinton SR 525 Non-motorized Network
Connections concepts, developed in 2017 with the Clinton
Community Council and Island County, will add high
visibility crosswalks on SR 525 at Deer Lake Road and
Commercial Street. Construction funding has not been
identified. In 2019 comprehensive gateway planning efforts
were launched by Island County to align long-range land
use, transportation, and economic development objectives
and strategies. Near-term mobility and operations
strategies are needed that support those long-range
objectives but address current multimodal and business
access that undermine economic vitality and livability.
Description: Construction funding is needed to implement
the WSDOT concepts and other Main Street Highway
design elements on SR 525. Near-term strategies informed
by Clinton gateway planning efforts underway in 2019 will
be identified that improve existing conditions adjacent to
SR 525 and set the stage for the more walkable, transit-rich,
economically sound future envisioned in local and regional
plans.

Cost Estimate Key
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Port of South Whidbey, 2017 Clinton Market Study
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Participate in gateway planning activities.

Deception Pass Study: Multimodal Circulation and Access Management Study

Intent: Improve transportation system performance in
the vicinity of the Deception Pass Bridge.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: One of the state’s most iconic vistas – Deception
Pass as viewed from its historic bridge – is also a
notorious chokepoint. This is the only non-ferry
connection for Whidbey Island. It’s a vital connection to
jobs, services, and communities to the north, and an
important transit corridor. Improving system
performance here depends on making what is already
there operate better. A collaborative assessment of
mobility issues and ways to manage multimodal access
and circulation is needed in order to identify effective
strategies.
Description: Build on initial discussions with WSDOT,
State Parks, Island Transit, and Island County to identify
and evaluate strategies for managing access and
circulation, from Fidalgo Island to the entrance of
Deception Pass State Park. This may include possible
revisions to parking lot access, restricted use of the old
park entrance, managing pedestrian traffic, demand
management, speed zones, traffic cameras, etc.
Regional interests include transit service reliability,
incident management and emergency response, freight
mobility, and bicycle through-traffic in addition to more
predictable, efficient general travel.

Cost Estimate Key
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$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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ACTION
Participate in gateway planning activities.
Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 1: Circulation and Access Management Assessment of Coupeville
Ferry Terminal and Vicinity

Intent: Ensure ferry traffic access and circulation is
optimized to reduce impacts and increase efficiency.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: Roadway geometrics, environmental features,
adjacent uses, and vehicle storage logistics all
contribute to complicated access and circulation in the
vicinity of the Coupeville Ferry Terminal. An assessment
of existing conditions and issues is needed in order to
determine what measures can improve transportation
system operations at the terminal.
Description: The objective of this study effort is to
identify ways to improve system operations at the
Coupeville Ferry Terminal. This work will look at vehicle
storage, u-turns in the entrance to Fort Casey and other
illegal u-turns relative to use of the official turnaround,
parking, and impacts on other system users like cyclists,
pedestrians, park users, and through traffic. It should
consider the needs of freight traffic, passenger vehicle
traffic, and non-motorized access to and from the ferry
as well as Fort Casey. It will consider near-term needs
for improvement as well as longer-term issues and
opportunities associated with other Coupeville Ferry
Terminal gateway study efforts. Partners include
WSDOT, WSF, State Parks, Island County, Island Transit,
Coupeville, and IRTPO.
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Participate in gateway planning activities.

Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 2: Evaluate Ferry Traffic Impacts on Coupeville

Intent: Minimize ferry traffic impacts on Coupeville’s
commercial center, and its walkability and small town
character.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: The official route from the Coupeville Ferry
Terminal to points north is via SR 20, turning right off
the ferry. The official route is not the logical route,
though. Trucks and cars routinely turn left and go
through Fort Casey State Park and up historic Engle
Road into downtown Coupeville, reducing the miles
traveled by more than half and avoiding a difficult left
turn where SR 20 intersects SR 525. The logical route
that traffic follows runs right through the town’s
middle school/high school campus and small
commercial center where Main Street and Terry
Street intersect.
Description: The objective of this study effort is to
better understand the nature of ferry traffic impacts
on Coupeville and assess a range of strategies to
minimize, mitigate, or avoid those impacts. Turning
movements off the ferry should be collected to inform
this study effort; this data also has value to WSF.
Partners include Coupeville and the Coupeville school
district, WSDOT, Island County, and IRTPO. Work may
coincide with other Coupeville Ferry Terminal
gateway study efforts.
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Participate in gateway planning activities.

Camano Study 2: Improve Transit Access Between SR 532 and I-5

Intent: Increase transit efficiency and travel time
reliability between Camano/Stanwood and major
transit hubs and transportation centers along I-5.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: Island Transit’s Intercounty Connector
provides the only direct transit access for Camano and
Stanwood residents to major regional transit hubs
and transportation centers in Mt. Vernon and Everett.
Recurring congestion and inefficient system
operations impacts transit, especially getting on and
off I-5 at SR 532. This negatively impacts transit travel
time and reliability, and undercuts transit operating
efficiency. Improving travel time reliability for
intercounty connector service not only helps transit
operating efficiencies, it creates an incentive for more
people to shift from SOV to HOV during congested
periods, which benefits I-5. This study need is
identified by North Sound Transportation Alliance.
Unreliable access between SR 532 and I-5 is also
identified by local community development agencies
as an impediment to business recruitment in
Stanwood that could help alleviate the current jobshousing imbalance.
Description: Evaluate system inefficiencies and
identify near- and longer-term measures to improve
efficient transit and HOV access between SR 532 and
I-5, and an implementation strategy.

I
Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

I
$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Participate in gateway planning activities.

Coupeville Ferry Terminal Study 3: Safety and Navigation Study of the Coupeville Ferry Terminal

Intent: Understand long-term vulnerabilities and
opportunities to improve the reliability and long-term
viability of the Coupeville-Port Townsend ferry.
Mobility Strategy: Support coordinated gateway
planning.
Need: Keystone Harbor, where the Coupeville Ferry
Terminal is located, is known for silting, cross
currents, and a very tight basin that makes it difficult
for ferries to get in or out if there is any kind of
weather or large tidal event. Special vessels were built
for this run, meaning that other vessels in the ferry
system cannot be used on this run if one of these
vessels needs maintenance or repair, or to add
additional service. The study need is identified in the
2040 WSF long-range plan.
Description: This study will address the numerous
factors making navigation in and out of Keystone
Harbor increasingly unreliable. It will identify and
evaluate strategies for improving navigable
waterways for this essential marine connection. It
should consider landside factors in addition to
navigation factors in its assessment. NASWI considers
the Coupeville-Port Townsend ferry “essential” for
access to Naval Base Kitsap and to Bangor, in support
of its mission. Partners include WSDOT and WSF,
Island County, and IRTPO as well as NASWI and
Coupeville.

Cost Estimate Key

$ < $50,000

$$ $50,000 - $100,000
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Implementing the Strategic Action Plan
Any of IRTPO’s partners can pursue elements from the Strategic Action Plan; for example, in May 2019
Stanwood initiated coordination efforts called for in Action Item 30. That said, Island Access assumes that
IRTPO will initiate the majority of actions.
This section describes the relationship between the long-range regional transportation plan and other IRTPO
processes that will be involved in Island Access implementation efforts.
Unified Planning Work Program
The most common approach will rely on the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) as a means of moving
forward with implementation of an action item. The UPWP describes the annual work that IRTPO will
undertake in the ensuing state fiscal year 15 with its state and federal planning funds and any other planning
grants it may receive. The UPWP gives IRTPO a formal occasion every year to take stock of near-term needs
and opportunities in order to identify what long-range actions, if any, are strategically suited for
implementation. Depending on work program funding availability, IRTPO can assess where its planning
efforts are most needed and focus on those actions that will have the greatest benefit. Island Access
implementation activities will be identified in the UPWP each year, helping to make clear the direct and
coordinated relationship between long-range and on-going regional transportation planning in the Island
Region.
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Some actions in Island Access 2040 may reveal the need for additional data or analysis before they can
proceed, or they may be too big to tackle without additional resources. IRTPO may put these unfunded
actions in its UPWP as Unfunded Planning Priorities to demonstrate their current regional priority while
seeking grants or other opportunities. Unfunded Planning Priorities are good candidates for end-of-biennium
planning funds, grants, legislative requests, and partnership opportunities with other agencies, and can be
strategic assets to address quick-turnaround federal funding requirements.
Regional Transportation Improvement Program
At times, IRTPO or its partners may pursue grants or other funding opportunities from outside sources to
support Island Access implementation activities. A successful funding bid is likely to trigger an update to the
Regional Transportation Improvement Program, or RTIP, to include in it the newly funded planning project
before it can proceed. While the RTP is a long-range strategic action plan, the RTIP is a near-term project
budgeting database and document. Inclusion in the RTIP is necessary before projects that have secured their
funding can be included in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program; this is a funding
requirement for many transportation grant sources. IRTPO updates the RTIP on an annual basis and amends
it periodically throughout the year to reflect changes in project revenues. In this way, Island Access
implementation activities funded via outside grants can be incorporated into the RTIP so that they are
eligible to receive their funds.

15

The Unified Planning Work Program and its funding reflects the state fiscal year, which runs from July 1-June 30.
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IRTPO’s long-range plan informs near-term work program activities which in turn will shed necessary light on
long-range issues and opportunities that the region is working to address. As Island Access is maintained in
the future and kept current through amendments, spin-off projects and updated descriptions can be
amended into the Strategic Action Plan as warranted.
Project and Program Development
Completion of many of the identified actions will result in the development of specific projects or service
programs. Those activities will be conducted by the appropriate agency or agencies – Oak Harbor, Langley,
Coupeville, Island County, Island Transit, or WSDOT – depending on the nature of the solution. When local
and state agencies develop their projects or programs and seek their own implementation funding, they will
be able to make a clear linkage between the coordinated long-range regional transportation planning
process and the practical solutions being presented for funding.
Wrap Up
Regional transportation planning is an on-going process of collaboration and coordination, working
with local and state partners to identify and address transportation issues and harness opportunities
to improve safe, reliable, equitable mobility for all. Island Access 2040 is a guidebook in that process,
helping IRTPO and its partners to focus their long-range planning efforts where they will have the
most benefit for the region. It works in concert with local and state planning efforts, and lays the
groundwork for practical, meaningful solutions. It provides direction without being overly
prescriptive, since the future is uncertain and the path from “here” to “there” is still unclear.
This plan will be maintained over time to retain its relevance and remain responsive to emerging and
priority needs.

Photo Credit 13: WSDOT / VIGOR Dean Wallace
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J. Acronyms and Glossary
This appendix provides a one-stop checklist of acronyms used throughout Island Access
as well as a few that are likely to be encountered in the referenced plans and policies. It
includes a brief glossary of commonly used terms that have specific meaning in the
regional transportation planning context.
AASHTO
ADA
AVMT
CN
CWPP

American Association of State Highway & Transportation
Officials
Americans with Disabilities Act
Average Vehicle Miles Traveled
Construction (typically as in a construction phase)
County-wide Planning Policies

DOD

Department of Defense

EDC

Economic Development Council

EV
FGTS
FMSIB

Electric Vehicle
Freight and Goods Transportation System
Freight Mobility Strategic Investment Board

GMA

Growth Management Act

HOV

High Occupancy Vehicle

HSS

Highways of Statewide Significance

HSTP

Human Services Transportation Plan

IRTPO
IT
LOS

Island Regional Transportation Planning Organization
Island Transit
Level of Service

M&O

Maintenance and Operations

MSH

Main Street Highway

NASWI
NHS
NSTA

Naval Air Station Whidbey Island
National Highway System
North Sound Transportation Alliance

OEA

Office of Economic Adjustment (Dept. of Defense)

OLF

Out-Lying Field
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PNT
PRTPO

Pacific Northwest Trail
Peninsula Regional Transportation Planning Organization

PSRC

Puget Sound Regional Council

PTBA

Public Transportation Benefit Area

RAB

Roundabout

RAID

Rural Area of Intense Development

RCW

Revised Code of Washington

ROW

Right-of-Way

RRFB

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon

RTIP

Regional Transportation Improvement Program (4 years)

RTP

Regional Transportation Plan

SCOG
SNOTRAC
SOV
SR
STBG

Skagit Council of Governments
Snohomish County Transportation Coalition
Single Occupant Vehicle
State Route
Surface Transportation Block Grant

STRAHNET

Strategic Highway Network (Dept. of Defense)

TA

Transportation Alternatives (funding program)

TBD

Transportation Benefit District

TDM

Travel Demand Management

TIB

Transportation Improvement Board

TIP

Transportation Improvement Program (6 years)

TNC
UPWP

Transportation Network Company (e.g. Lyft or Uber)
Unified Planning Work Program

USBR

United States Bike Route

VA

Veterans Administration

VMT
WCOG
WSDOT
WSF

Vehicle Miles Traveled
Whatcom Council of Governments
Washington State Department of Transportation
Washington State Ferries
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A few frequently used terms in this plan merit a brief explanation of their meaning when applied
in this context.
Capacity refers to the maximum number of people, vehicles, or amount of goods that can be
accommodated by a transportation facility or program. The term is most commonly used to
describe the number of vehicles that a road or highway was designed to accommodate.
Capron Act is the common name for an Act that refunds vehicle license fees and fuel taxes from
the State of Washington to island counties. (RCW 46.68.080)
Comprehensive Plan (or Comp Plan) refers to the 20-year plan required of local agencies by the
Growth Management Act to guide local development activity in a coordinated and efficient
manner. State law governs what must be included in each Comp Plan. A transportation element
and a land use element are two core components of every Comp Plan.
Corridor Sketch Initiative refers to planning activities conducted by WSDOT to look at the
performance of state highway corridors and identify high-level strategies for addressing
performance gaps. The initiative informs and complements regional planning processes around
the state.
Equity in the transportation planning context refers to the fairness with which the benefits of
the transportation system as well as its costs and impacts are distributed. Transportation equity
focuses largely on the intersection of community design and access to transportation services
and programs, transportation impacts on public health, and access to economic and social
opportunities regardless of income, age, ability, race, or ethnicity.
Ferry Pulse is the intermittent influx of traffic into an area based on ferry boarding and
disembarking.
Fixed-Route Service is transit service that operates on a regularly scheduled and set route.
Growth Management Act (GMA) is a signature Washington state law passed in 1990 that
requires local and state governments to manage Washington’s growth by identifying and
protecting critical areas and natural resource lands, designating urban growth area, preparing
comprehensive plans, and implementing them through capital investments and development
regulations. Instead of centralizing planning and decision-making at the state level, GMA focuses
on local control within a broad and coordinated framework of state goals. GMA establishes the
primacy of the countywide planning policies and the Comprehensive Plan. The transportation
element of each local Comprehensive Plan must be consistent with the regional transportation
plan, which in turn must be consistent with local Comprehensive Plans, ensuring on-going
coordination and collaboration across jurisdictional boundaries. [RCW 36.70A]
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) is a term that refers to any vehicle carrying one or more people
in addition to the driver. This may be a carpool, vanpool, or transit vehicle. Some highway lanes
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or ferry terminal lanes give priority to HOV because they help to increase the overall operating
efficiency of the transportation system by moving more people in fewer vehicles.
Highways of Statewide Significance (HSS) are interstate highways and other principal arterials
that play an important role in connecting communities across the state. SR 20 and SR 525 are
designated HSS.
Level of Service (LOS) is a qualitative description of transportation system performance,
reflecting agreed upon expectations about acceptable levels of performance. Historically LOS
was measured solely in terms of vehicle congestion during peak periods. Flexibility within the
Growth Management Act and other statewide policies emphasizing multimodal travel are
resulting in an increasing number of communities redefining these system performance
measures to be more inclusive of other modes of travel and of interrelated land use, economic,
social, environmental, and other objectives. This is generating more interest in performance
standards that feature operational efficiency, person and freight throughput, access to
opportunity, and compatibility with other objectives like community design.
Multimodal Transportation refers to having more than one viable mode of travel for getting
from Point A to Point B. A multimodal transportation system provides infrastructure and
services that support more than just driving by car, such as transit, biking, walking, ferries, or
newer modes of travel such as ride-hailing services or taxis. A multimodal trip refers to using
two or more modes to complete a trip, such as driving to a park-and-ride facility, walking on to
the ferry, and then catching a carpool on the other side to the final destination. It is worth
noting that every transit trip is a multimodal trip in that transit passengers walk or bike or drive
to and from the transit stop.
Public Transportation Benefit Area (PTBA) is the legally established municipal corporation
created under state law to provide public transportation services within a specific geographical
area. It is commonly used in reference to the area in which a transit agency generates revenues
and provides service.
Regional Transportation Planning Organization (RTPO) is a state-designated entity responsible
for ensuring regional transportation planning is consistent with countywide planning policies
and growth strategies for the region. They were established in 1990 in association with Growth
Management legislation, and are made up of all the jurisdictions within a region as well as the
public transit agencies, ports, WSDOT, and other key transportation stakeholders.
Travel Demand Management (TDM) refers to a suite of measures that work to modify peoples’
travel behavior to better manage system capacity and improve operating efficiency and safety.
Examples of TDM strategies range from “incentive” type programs like employer-paid bus
passes, compressed work weeks, and telework options to “market measures” like employeepaid parking and variable-rate toll roads. Even measures like land use policy fall under the realm
of TDM since the way a community is built and grows over time has a direct impact on the kind
of travel options it can support, which has been demonstrated to influence individual travel
behavior.
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